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AREA OF STUDY 2 HOW ARE SPECIES RELATED OVER TIME?

7 Genetic changes in a
population over time

KEY KNOWLEDGE

In this topic, you will investigate:

Genetic changes in a population over time
• causes of changing allele frequencies in a population’s gene pool, including environmental

selection pressure, genetic drift and gene flow, and mutations as the source of new alleles
• biological consequences of changing allele frequencies in terms of increased and decreased

genetic diversity
• manipulations of gene pools through selective breeding programs
• consequences of bacterial resistance and viral antigenic drift and shift in terms of ongoing

challenges for treatment strategies and vaccination against pathogens.

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

PRACTICAL WORK AND INVESTIGATIONS

Practical work is a central component of learning and assessment. Experiments and
investigations, supported by a practical investigation eLogbook and teacher-led videos,
are included in this topic to provide opportunities to undertake investigations and communicate
findings.
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7.1 Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are available just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your
digital formats, learnON and eBookPLUS and at www.jacplus.com.au.

7.1.1 Introduction

FIGURE 7.1 The genetic variation shown in the
colouration of Bennetts wallabies

The word evolution means to change and, in terms
of biological evolution, this refers to the change in a
population’s genetic material over time. The theory
of evolution is not just an idea about how organisms’
genetic material has changed over time. Evolution
is a scientific theory, just as gravity, cell theory and
atomic theory are. It is a natural aspect of the world
which is supported by a range of observable facts
and evidence that have been repeatedly tested and
confirmed. Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace
were the first to accurately hypothesise on how
species were changing in the mid-nineteenth century
using available evidence. Since then many scientists
have continued to investigate evolution and add to
the observable and testable evidence that support the
theory.

This topic will investigate the causes and mechanisms of how different populations’ genetic material changes
over time and how this affects their genetic diversity. It will also explore how we have manipulated the gene
pools of domesticated species, and how we respond to rapid changes in the genetic material of bacteria
and viruses.
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7.2 Gene pools and allele frequencies

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• C auses of changing allele frequencies in a population’s gene pool
Source: Adapted from VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission

7.2.1 What are gene pools?
FIGURE 7.2 A population of lions can
interbreed.

A population refers to an interbreeding group of organisms
of the same species living in the same region at the same
time. So, we can talk about the present population of lions
(Panthera leo) on the Serengeti Plains shown in figure 7.2
or the human population of Milan during the period of the
Black Death. A population may be as small as a group of
one species on a remote island or isolated on a mountain top,
or it may be as large as the gene pool of one species on a
continent.

population members of one
species living in one region at a
particular time

gene pool sum total of genetic
information present in a
population

gene a section of DNA that
codes for a protein

alleles alternate forms of a gene

genotype the genetic makeup
of an organism; also refers to
the combination of alleles at a
particular gene locus

Each individual in a population has two copies of each
gene in the form of alleles. The total set of this genetic
information in an individual is referred to as the genotype.

For example, in sheep, the gene that controls wool colour has the alleles white (W) and black (w), with white
being dominant to black. Sheep genotypes at this gene locus are expressed as a combination of two alleles: for
example, either WW or Ww for a white sheep, and ww for a black sheep (see figure 7.3).

FIGURE 7.3 The genotype of an
individual sheep

FIGURE 7.4 The gene pool of a
population

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE: Reviewing genes and alleles

A gene is an inherited instruction carried on a chromosome which can carry an instruction to produce a specific
protein. Alleles are different forms of a specific gene. Therefore, there can be multiple alleles for each gene.
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variation differences exhibited
among members of a population
owing to the action of genes

genetic diversity the amount of
genetic variation there is within a
population’s gene pool

Each population has a gene pool that consists of all the alleles present for each gene within the population. The
greater the variation and number of alleles within a gene pool, the greater the genetic diversity.

7.2.2 Allele frequencies in a population

allele frequency the proportion of a
specific allele in a population

Gene pools are described by the frequencies (proportions) of the alleles of each gene present. The frequency of
an allele within the gene pool is referred to as the allele frequency.

To understand allele frequencies, look at figure 7.4 and work through the following information, which will give
us the frequencies of the alleles for the gene for wool colour in sheep:

1. There are 10 sheep, each with 2 alleles, so the total number of alleles is 10 × 2 = 20
2. Using the genotypes of the sheep as shown, we can count the number of each allele:

Number of w alleles = 6 and number of W alleles = 14
3. So,

The frequency of the w allele = 6

20
= 3

10
= 0.3

The frequency of the W allele = 14

20
= 7

10
= 0.7

The frequency of the allele that determines the dominant phenotype is typically denoted
by the letter ‘p’ and that of the allele that determines the recessive phenotype
is denoted by the letter ‘q’.

So, for this limited gene pool, we can write: freq (W) = p = 0.7 and freq (w) = q = 0.3.

SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 Calculating allele frequencies
tlvd-1788

The students in your Year 12 cohort were all gathered together. Out of 50 students, it was found that
18 students had blue eyes (bb) and 32 students had brown eyes. Of the brown eyed students, 21 were
heterozygous (Bb). The rest were homozygous (BB).
a. Calculate the frequency of b in the population of students. (1 mark)
b. Calculate the frequency of B in the population of students. (1 mark)
c. Which allele has the greater frequency? (1 mark)

THINK WRITE

a. 1. Determine the total number of alleles in the
population.

Total number of alleles = 2× 50

= 100

2. Determine the total number of b alleles,
ensuring you remember to count those in the
heterozygous individuals and count each of
the alleles in the blue-eyed individuals (who
possess two b alleles).

Number of b alleles = 18+ 18+ 21

= 57

3. Calculate the frequency. Frequency (b) = 57

100
= 0.57 (1 mark)

b. 1. Determine the total number of alleles in the
population.

Total number of alleles = 2× 50

= 100

2. Calculate the number of individuals who are
homozygous (BB).

Number of homozygous individuals = 32− 21

= 11
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3. Determine the total number of B alleles,
ensuring you remember to count those in the
heterozygous individuals and both alleles in
the homozygous individuals.

Number ofB alleles = 11+ 11+ 21

= 43

4. Calculate the frequency.
Note: As there are only two alleles in this case,
you may have also subtracted your answer in
part a. from 1 to determine the frequency.

Frequency (B) = 43

100
= 0.43 (1 mark)

c. Identify the allele which has the greater frequency. The b allele with a frequency of 0.57, has a greater
frequency than the B allele, with a frequency of
0.43 (1 mark).

INVESTIGATION 7.1
elog-0034

Variations — no two the same

Aim

To measure and record variation in a population

CASE STUDY: Can you drink milk?

Allele frequencies are continually changing within gene
pools, due to factors such as mutation, natural selection
and chance events, which will be explored further in this
topic.

One gene in which gene pools have had changing
allele frequencies is the LCT gene on the number-2
chromosome which codes for the enzyme allowing
individuals to break down lactose.

Human infants up to about three to four years of age
can digest lactose. However, after that time, the majority
(about 70 per cent) of the world’s population start to lose
their lactase enzyme activity and, by about seven or eight
years of age, cannot digest lactose. Such people are said
to be lactase nonpersistent (sometimes termed lactose
intolerant).

FIGURE 7.5 Goats are one example of a herd
animal that can provide milk.

About 10 000 years ago, a mutation occurred in a hunter-gatherer population that resulted in a new allele C. This
allele allowed for the persistence of lactase enzyme activity into adulthood. The spread of dairy farming across
Europe is associated with the spread of the C allele for lactase persistence and changing allele frequencies in the
gene pools of populations.

This case study provides an excellent summary of changing allele frequencies and selective advantage. To
access more information about this case study on lactose persistence and complete an analysis task, please
download the worksheet.

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.1 Case study: Can you drink milk? (ewbk-8234)
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Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.2 Looking at allele frequencies (ewbk-2780)

Video eLesson Exploring a gene pool (eles-4197)

Weblink Relative frequency of alleles simulation

KEY IDEAS

• A population is a group of interbreeding individuals of the same species that live in a given area.
• A gene pool consists of all the alleles present for each gene within a population.
• The proportion of each allele of a gene within a gene pool is its allele frequency.
• Populations with more variation in their alleles have gene pools with greater genetic diversity.

7.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.2 Quick quiz 7.2 Exercise 7.2 Exam questions

7.2 Exercise

1. State the difference between a genotype and a gene pool.
2. Describe how allele frequencies can be calculated within a gene pool.
3. Calculate the allele frequencies in each of the following situations:

a. In a population of 50 individuals, 22 individuals have attached earlobes (aa) and 28 individuals have
unattached earlobes. Eleven of these individuals with unattached earlobes are homozygous (AA). The
rest are heterozygous.

b. In a population of 187 flies, 54 have white eyes (ww). The rest have red eyes. Of these, 119 are
homozygous (WW).

4. A gene known as ALDH2 leads to the production of aldehyde hydrogenase, an enzyme which is important in
the breakdown of alcohol into non-toxic byproducts. A mutation in this gene produces a faulty enzyme leading
to an inability to breakdown alcohol upon consumption.
This trait is dominant, meaning individuals that are either homozygous or heterozygous for the faulty allele
cannot produce fully functioning aldehyde hydrogenase.
a. Would the allele frequency of this faulty allele be the same in all populations? Explain your response.
b. The percentage of individuals in China, Japan and Korea that are deficient in aldehyde dehydrogenase is

approximately 40 per cent. Does this mean the frequency of the faulty allele is 0.40? Justify your response.

7.2 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2006 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q10

MC All the alleles in a population are referred to as the
A. phenotypic family.
B. proteome.
C. gene pool.
D. genotype.
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Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2019 Biology Exam, Section A, Q26

MC Consider the diagram below showing the gene pool of a population over 20 generations.
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Generation 1 Generation 10 Generation 20

heterozygous individual homozygous individual

homozygous individual

It would be correct to conclude that, over the 20 generations
A. genetic diversity is increasing in this population.
B. individuals with the genotype RR had a selective advantage in this population.
C. the frequency of each allele is equal in Generation 1 but not in other generations.
D. new advantageous alleles for this gene were introduced as individuals joined this population.

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: Adapted from VCAA 2009 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q3d

The endangered pygmy possum (Burramys parvus) lives in three restricted alpine areas, Mt Buller, Bogong High
Plains and Mt Kosciusko.

About 2000 individuals remain in the wild. Studies show that there is a lot of genetic diversity between the three
populations. Due to the isolation of these populations, scientists think that each population has a separate
gene pool.

Explain what is meant by gene pool.

Question 4 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2007 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q17

MC Lactase is an enzyme in humans which breaks down lactose, one of the sugars in milk. Milk is a safe and
nutritious food which is readily available year-round. Although most adults around the world lose the ability to
produce lactase as they mature, more than 90% of Europeans have a lactase-producing allele which remains
active into adulthood.

Scientists analysed DNA in bone samples from a number of Neolithic Europeans (dated between 5840 BC and
5000 BC) and found that none of them had the adult lactase allele.

The most likely explanation for this data is that
A. the adult lactase-producing allele which remains active into adulthood arose millions of years ago in

ancestors of modern humans.
B. possession of the adult lactase-producing allele which remains active into adulthood confers a significant

evolutionary advantage.
C. the adult lactase-producing allele which remains active into adulthood did not arise in Europe.
D. modern Europeans are not descended from the Neolithic Europeans tested.

TOPIC 7 Genetic changes in a population over time 531
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Question 5 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2009 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q24

MC A scientist took a small population of 10 flowering plants and conducted an experiment to examine the
change in allele frequenciesover three generations. The plants were grown in identical conditions, in a controlled
environment.

Within the flowering plants the presence of the R allele allows red flowers to be produced, while white flowers can
only be produced when the rr genotype is present.

Genotype numbers

Generation 1 Generation 2 Generation 3
RR 6 3 0

Rr 2 3 4

rr 2 4 6

Total alleles 20 20 20

The allele frequency of the r allele changed during the course of the experiment.

Allele frequencies for the r allele in Generation 1 and Generation 3 are

A. Generation 1 Generation 3
0.3 0.8

B. Generation 1 Generation 3
0.8 0.3

C. Generation 1 Generation 3
0.7 0.3

D. Generation 1 Generation 3
0.3 0.7

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.

7.3 Environmental selection pressures, genetic drift
and gene flow

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• Causes of changing allele frequencies in a population’s gene pool, including environmental selection
pressures, genetic drift and gene flow

Source: Adapted from VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission

The allele frequencies in most populations tend to remain stable generation after generation. However, some
populations do show changes in allele frequencies in their gene pools over time.

The agents that can cause allele frequencies to change over time include:
• changes in environmental selection pressures leading to natural selection
• genetic drift
• gene flow

Each of these agents will be explained within this subtopic.
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7.3.1 Environmental selection pressures and natural selection

environmental selection
pressures external agents
which influence the ability of
an individual to survive in their
environment

The environment in which a population lives exposes the organisms to a wide range of selection pressures.
Environmental selection pressures are external agents which influence the ability for an individual to survive.

Selection pressures can fall under three main categories: physical, biological or chemical. Some categories of
agents that can act as environmental selection pressures are shown in figure 7.6.

FIGURE 7.6 Examples of selective pressures

Biological agents

Selective pressures

Physical agents

Climate change

Food shortages

Availability of shelter

Infectious disease

Predation

Competition

Sexual selection

Pollutants in soil

Pollutants in water

Drugs (such as

antibiotics)

Chemical agents

In the wild, members of a population must compete with each other for access to living space, energy
supplies and mating partners in their habitat. Members of a population are also exposed to competition from
other species, to predation, to parasites and to disease-causing microorganisms. Individual members within
a population react differentially to these pressures, with some being more successful than others. These
individuals within a population’s gene pool can have phenotypic traits which allow them to survive in higher
numbers and consequently reproduce more offspring. These individuals therefore contribute more of their alleles
to the next generation and this phenotype is likely to increase in the gene pool. This
is referred to as biological fitness. This is opposed to physical fitness (linked with
health and athletic ability), which cannot necessarily be passed on to the next
generation or enhance reproductive success.

FIGURE 7.7 These moths have
different chances of survival against
predators due to variations in their
appearance.

Natural selection occurs when any selective pressure acts on a
population in the wild and produces differences in the survival and
reproduction rates of variants in that population.

Members of a polymorphic population living under a particular
set of environmental conditions are exposed to a range of selecting
agents and the selection pressures that they produce. Under these
circumstances, the various phenotypes (variants) may show different
survival and reproductive rates. This can be observed in figure 7.7.

TOPIC 7 Genetic changes in a population over time 533
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fitness the ability to survive and
pass genetic material on to the next
generation

selective advantage relative higher
genetic fitness of a phenotype
compared with other phenotypes
controlled by the same gene

A phenotype that makes the greater contribution to the gene pool in the next generation has a higher fitness
value and is said to be at a ‘selective advantage’. Phenotypes that make lesser contributions to the gene pool of
the next generation are ‘less fit’ or are said to be ‘selected against’.

An observed fitness value for a phenotype is not fixed, but applies under a particular set of environmental
conditions. For example, in figure 7.7, the fitness of the moth depends on the environmental conditions — in
this case, the colour of the tree.

Natural selection

natural selection process in which
organisms better adapted for an
environment are more likely to pass
on their genes to the next generation

Natural selection occurs when the allele frequencies in a population’s gene pool change due to environmental
selection pressures, creating a selective advantage for particular phenotypes (refer to figure 7.8). Individuals that
have phenotypes with a selective advantage are more likely to survive and pass on the alleles to their offspring,
which can alter the allele frequencies within gene pools.

FIGURE 7.8 The mechanism of natural selection on a beetle population

The mechanism of natural selection

1. There is variation within the population’s gene pool. This is created by new alleles arising from mutations
which are inheritable (some variation also comes from sexual reproduction).

2. There is a struggle for all individuals in the gene pool to survive. Environmental selection pressures act upon
the population.

3. Individuals that are better adapted to their environment are more likely to survive and reproduce, passing their
alleles on to the next generation.

4. The alleles that allow for survival will be inherited by subsequent generations and they can increase in
frequency in the gene pool over time.

Remember that there needs to be some initial variation in a population for natural selection to occur. Some
variants need to have a selective advantage within environmental selective pressures.

When there are alleles which have differing selective advantages within a population,
the allele frequencies within the gene pool can change over time. The alleles with a
selective advantage will increase in frequency and those alleles which do not give an
advantage will decrease in frequency. Over many generations natural selection can
cause the allele to become common within a population.

This can often lead to a decrease in genetic diversity, as those alleles that lead to a
beneficial trait may become fixed, while others that confer a selective disadvantage
may be lost. Table 7.1 outlines some examples of the mechanism of natural selection
acting on populations.
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TABLE 7.1 The action of natural selection on populations

Variation present in
population’s gene pool

Environmental
selection pressure
acting on population Action of natural selection

Beetles with green
colouration and red
colouration

Predation from birds • The beetles live on green leaves and therefore the green
beetles (selective advantage) are better camouflaged
than the red beetles (refer to figure 7.8).

• The red beetles are more likely to be eaten by birds
before they reproduce.

• The green beetles are more likely to survive and
reproduce, passing these alleles on to future generations.

Plants with faster growth
rate and plants with a
slower growth rate

Limited space and
access to sunlight

• The plants with faster growth rate (selective advantage)
can access more sunlight to photosynthesise than the
slower growing plants.

• The plants with the slower growth rate are more likely to
die before they reproduce.

• The plants with the faster growth rate are more likely to
survive and reproduce, passing these alleles on to future
generations.

Viral-resistant rabbits
and non-resistant rabbits

Presence of virus which
kills rabbits

• The viral-resistant rabbits (selective advantage) have an
increased chance of survival.

• Non-resistant rabbits are more likely to die before they
reproduce.

• The viral-resistant rabbits are more likely to survive and
reproduce, passing these alleles on to future generations.

CASE STUDY: Malaria and sickle cell anaemia — how genetic fitness can vary in different
environments

In human history, important selecting agents affecting populations have included widespread infectious diseases
that are major causes of death. Malaria is one such disease. For people living in areas of the world affected by
the malarial parasites, their fitness depends on whether they are able to produce haemoglobin S. The parasite
cannot survive in red blood cells containing haemoglobin S, which is due to the HS allele. However, the malarial
parasite thrives in normal red blood cells, which contain haemoglobin A, produced through the action of the
HA allele, so this group is at risk of death from malaria. On the other hand, when red blood cells contain only
haemoglobin S, this causes the disease sickle-cell anaemia.

FIGURE 7.9 a. Coloured scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of red blood
cells. The lower cells are infected with malarial parasites as indicated by the
yellowish swollen lumps on the cells, which eventually rupture and spread the
infection. b. A healthy red blood cell (left) versus a sickled red blood cell (right).

a. b.
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Table 7.2 shows how genetic fitness can vary in different environments. Note that the HAHS individual is at
a selective advantage relative to the others in a malaria-affected environment, but loses that advantage in a
malaria-free environment.

TABLE 7.2 The fitness of a phenotype depends on the environment.

Genotype Phenotype Relative fitness

In malaria-affected environments:

HAHA Usual red blood cells with haemoglobin A
only

Can die from malaria
Reduced fitness

HAHS Cells capable of sickling with haemoglobins
A and S

Minor effects of sickling but resistant to
malaria
Most fit

HSHS Severe sickle-cell anaemia with haemoglobin
S only

Resistant to malaria but can die from sickle-
cell anaemia
Least fit

In malaria-free environments:

HAHA Usual red blood cells No effects of sickling
Most fit

HAHS Cells capable of sickling Minor effects of sickling
Reduced fitness

HSHS Severe sickle-cell anaemia Can die from sickle-cell anaemia
Least fit

INVESTIGATION 7.2
elog-0035

Modelling natural selection

Aim

To model natural selection and its effect on allele frequency

Resourceseses
Resources

Video eLessons Selection and tick populations (eles-4198)

Change agents and natural selection (eles-4199)

7.3.2 Genetic drift

sampling error differences that
occur when a sample or subset
is not representative of an initial
population

genetic drift random changes,
unpredictable in direction, in allele
frequencies from one generation
to the next owing to the action of
chance events

Chance factors can cause allele frequencies in a population to randomly change
over time rather than being influenced by selection (so it does not matter if an allele
causes harm or leads to benefit). This is usually due to sampling error in populations
that occur between generations. This means that alleles passed on or retained may
not be representative of the initial population. When chance operates on the allele
frequencies in a population, the direction of the change is unpredictable and can vary
from one generation to the next. The resulting pattern of random change is known as
genetic drift.
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The change in allele frequency from one generation to the next in genetic drift is random and this is in marked
contrast to the directional change that occurs in natural selection.

Unlike the action of natural selection, genetic drift does not favour one allele over another; both are equally
subject to being affected by genetic drift — it is completely random.

FIGURE 7.10
having the same initial frequency of the p allele in their populations, genetic drift has led to this being different
over time.
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Let’s examine an example of this. Consider a population of 100 individuals. Forty of these individual are carriers
for cystic fibrosis but are not aware of this. By chance, only 56 people in that population have children. It may
be that of the 56 people, 40 were the carriers of the cystic fibrosis allele and 16 were not — a complete chance
event. This would be expected to cause the allele frequencies to change drastically over the next generation, all
due to a chance event. Over time, it might lead to the fixation of one allele.

The smaller the population size, the greater the potential impact of genetic drift. In a very small population,
genetic drift can lead to the decrease, and eventual loss, of favourable alleles from the gene pool. For this reason,
when a species is reduced to one or a few small populations, the species is at great risk of extinction.

Two specific examples of genetic drift are through a bottleneck effect or a founder effect.

TIP: Genetic drift is the terminology used in the Study Design. When answering questions about chance events
that lead to changing allele frequencies, you should describe the process as genetic drift. From here, you may
then specify the type of genetic drift that is shown if appropriate (bottleneck effect or founder effect).

Bottleneck effect can change gene pools

bottleneck effect chance
effects on allele frequencies
in a population as a result of a
major reduction in population
size

Bottleneck effects come into operation when the size of a population is drastically reduced for at least one
generation. The few survivors that reproduce to give the next generation may by chance be an unrepresentative
sample of the gene pool of the original population.

This reduction may be the result of:
• a natural disaster, such as a bushfire or flood
• a new disease to which the population has not previously been exposed
• human activity, such as destruction of habitat or large scale poaching.

TOPIC 7 Genetic changes in a population over time 537
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All of these may result in a rapid decrease in the size of a population. The original large population may have
included a diverse set of alleles in its gene pool. The small post-disaster population is likely, by chance, to have a
much less diverse set of alleles in its gene pool (see figure 7.11).

FIGURE 7.11 The bottleneck effect caused by a catastrophic event. Only a few individuals survive to breed. Due
to chance, this new population may not be representative of the initial population.

Original

population

Bottleneck

caused by a

fire

Surviving

population Next

generation

After the disaster has ceased, the population will rebuild. However, the allele frequencies can be very different
from those in the original (pre-disaster) population, and the genetic diversity that is the the population’s
insurance policy may be greatly reduced.

CASE STUDY: Koalas and population bottlenecks

FIGURE 7.12 A koala being rescued in Australia after the
devastation of the bushfires

Koalas have been the victims of population
bottlenecks, which has greatly affected their
genetic diversity over time, presenting lots of
challenges for individuals working to prevent their
extinction.

Koalas have faced many events that have led to a
decrease in their genetic diversity including:

• destruction of habitat (eucalyptus trees)
• hunting and poaching
• drought
• bushfire
• introduced diseases (particularly with
Chlamydia infections).

As a result, koalas have limited genetic diversity
due to various genetic bottlenecks, placing them
at a high risk of extinction. Some of the main
aims of koala conservation are trying to increase diversity in the gene pool and working to save koalas in times of
natural disaster, such as during the 2018–2019 and 2019–2020 bushfires.

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblink Koalas and bushfires: saving their genetic material
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Founder effect can change gene pools

founder effect chance effects
on allele frequencies in a
population that is formed from a
small unrepresentative sample
of a larger population

founder population a small
group of organisms that starts a
new population

A founder effect occurs when a new colony is started by a few members from a larger population. This small
group that forms a new colony is referred to as the founder population. This founder population can be as small
as a mating pair or an individual inseminated female. This small population size means that the gene pool of the
new colony is highly likely to:

unrepresentative sample
a sample or subset that is
not representative of the
allele frequencies in an initial
population

• have reduced genetic variation
• be a non-random or unrepresentative sample of the original population (see figure 7.13).

FIGURE 7.13 The founding members of a new population can be less genetically diverse that the original
population.

Population 1 Population 2

Founder

group

To understand the influence of sample size, think about netting samples of fish
from a large tank that contains 20 orange fish and 20 blue fish. If a sample of
only four fish is netted, this sample might comprise fish of one variety only. If
the sample size is larger, say 14, the sample will almost certainly include fish of
both varieties and be representative of the tank population. With a sample of 14,
the chance that the fish will all be blue is very small (around 1 in a half million).

FIGURE 7.14 The sample size of the new colony likely will affect its diversity. a. A small sample size is likely to
have less variation. b. A larger sample size has more variation in the fish in the new colony.

a.

Founder
group

b.

Founder
group
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CASE STUDY: Founder effect and Macaroni penguins
FIGURE 7.15 Macaroni penguins

Populations of macaroni penguins (Eudyptes chrysolophus) live on
subantarctic islands and on the Antarctic Peninsula (see figure 7.15).
Most have black faces but a small proportion have white faces. On
Macquarie Island, however, the population is composed almost
entirely of the white-faced variety. How did this occur? It may be by
chance that the small founder population of Macaroni penguins that
first occupied Macquarie Island consisted of the white-faced variety
only. So, when a small unrepresentative or non-random sample of
a population leaves to colonise a new region, this is known as the
founder effect.

CASE STUDY: Founder effect and the prevalence of Huntington’s disease

Examples of founder effect are also seen in humans. Founder effects may be the cause of unusually high
incidences of particular inherited diseases in a particular geographic area. One person may come into a region
and reproduce there, introducing into the local gene pool an allele that determines a particular disease.

A medical historian has shown that virtually all the families in Tasmania, and in the south-eastern states of Victoria
and South Australia, who are affected by Huntington’s disease (HD) can trace their family trees back to an English
woman who migrated to Tasmania in 1842 with her husband and seven children.

This woman, ‘Mary’ was born in 1806 in Somerset, England, and she inherited the HD allele from her father.
Mary and her husband had a further seven children who were born in Tasmania. Nine of Mary’s fourteen children
developed HD, and all of these individuals had children.

INVESTIGATION 7.3
elog-0036

Modelling genetic drift

Aim

To model the process of genetic drift and explore how this can lead to the fixation of alleles

Resourceseses
Resources

Video eLesson Genetic drift (eles-4200)

7.3.3 Gene flow

gene flow the movement of
individuals and their genetic material
between populations

Gene flow is an important cause of changing alleles in a population.

Gene flow is the movement of alleles between interbreeding populations. When
individual organisms move or migrate between populations, they are transferring
their alleles from one gene pool to another if they interbreed.

immigration the movement of
individuals and their alleles into a
population, and thus into a gene
pool

emigration the movement of
individuals and their alleles out of
a population, and thus out of a gene
pool

This gene flow can be through the interbreeding of individuals in different populations
or through immigration (the movement into a population) or emigration (the
movement out of a population). This movement of alleles can increase the genetic
diversity of a population when a new allele is introduced (refer to figure 7.16). When
there is no gene flow between populations, they become isolated and any new alleles
that arise will remain in the one population.
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FIGURE 7.16 The gene flow of individuals and their alleles between populations. The allele frequencies have
changed with the movement of individuals.

Population 1

Initial frequencies:

A = 0.72, a = 0.28

After gene flow

A = 0.68, a = 0.32

Initial frequencies:

A = 0.50, a = 0.50

After gene flow

A = 0.54, a = 0.46

Population 2

AA Aa aa

Regional human populations have differences between their gene pools that reflect the long-term effects of
natural selection in the prevailing environmental conditions, as well as chance events and gene mutations. The
gene pool of western Europeans has a higher frequency of the allele for cystic fibrosis compared to the gene pool
of southern Europeans. The gene pool of that population has a relatively higher frequency of the allele for beta
thalassaemia. The immigration of groups of people from one region to a new population in a different region
can introduce new alleles into the gene pool of the new population or can alter its existing allele frequencies (as
shown in figure 7.17).

Emigration can also change allele frequencies if the emigrant group is not a representative sample of the original
population. Imagine a small hypothetical population that comprises mainly green-furred organisms, both
homozygous BB and heterozygous Bb, and a few homozygous bb red-furred organisms. If a group emigrates
from that population, the gene pool of that population may change. If, for example, most the red-furred
organisms emigrate, the frequency of the b allele will decrease (as shown in figure 7.18).

FIGURE 7.17 Immigration is the movement of
individuals into a population.

Immigration

FIGURE 7.18 Emigration is the movement of
individuals out of a population.

Emigration

Population size and allele frequency are affected by many factors, including emigration, immigration, births and
deaths. Birth and immigration add new alleles to a population, whereas death and emigration lead to the loss of
alleles.

change in population = births - deaths + immigration - emigration
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 2 Explaining allele frequencies in different populations
tlvd-1789

The common wombat, Vombatus ursinus, is a nocturnal Australian marsupial that is herbivorous and
lives in burrows. Its colouration can vary between brown, black and sandy. This allows the common
wombat to camouflage successfully into its environment. Common wombats are distributed into three
populations, as shown in the figure.

Population 1

Population 3

Population 2

a. Common wombats cannot migrate naturally between the three populations. Describe how this will
affect the allele frequencies between the populations. (2 marks)

b. A small colony of isolated common wombats in southern Victoria is composed of ash-white and
albino wombats. Explain how this colour change may have occurred. (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

a. 1. In a describe question, you give a detailed
account in sentence (or bullet) form.

2. Consider that no migration equals no gene
flow between the populations. Link this
back to the allele frequencies of the three
populations.

The three populations are isolated and therefore will
have no gene flow to allow for the movement of
alleles (1 mark). Therefore, the allele frequencies may
change due to environmental selection pressures, but
not due to gene flow (1 mark).

b. 1. In an explain question, you need to account
for the reason of why or how something
occurs using your scientific knowledge.

2. Consider if an increase in ash-white or
albino wombats would be due to natural
selection or genetic drift. It is likely genetic
drift (bottleneck event). Natural selection is
unlikely as the lighter wombats would likely
be at a disadvantage.

The population of ash-white and albino wombats
are isolated from other populations. Within their
population a bottleneck event may have occurred
where due to chance only individuals with this
phenotype survived (1 mark). As the population grew
in size all individuals were light coloured (1 mark).
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CASE STUDY: The introduction of cystic fibrosis and beta thalassaemia alleles

The introduction of new alleles to a gene pool can be advantageous in many situations, increasing variation and
genetic diversity and bringing in alleles that may allow for a selective advantage. But in some cases, new alleles
coming into a gene pool can be deleterious, leading to genetic disease.

Australia is now a multicultural population. Each of the groups that migrated to Australia has brought with it
specific alleles that are common in the home regions of each group but had previously not been present in the
gene pool of Australians.

The high incidence of cystic fibrosis in Australia is due to the immigration of people from western Europe, where
the allele that causes cystic fibrosis is common. This allele had not been seen in Australia before this immigration
occurred. Now, approximately 1 in 25 Caucasian Australians are carriers for cystic fibrosis, showing a drastic
change in the gene pool.

Since World War II, migration of people from southern Europe, the Middle East, India and South-East Asia
introduced the beta thalassaemia (t) allele into the gene pool of the Australian population. Beta thalassaemia
affects the haemoglobin in red blood cells, reducing their ability to transport oxygen. The allele for
beta-thalassaemia is on chromosome 11 on a gene known as the HBB gene.

FIGURE 7.19 Photograph showing Ron Cooke,
his wife and 10 children on Southampton Dock
prior to boarding a ship in early 1969 to emigrate
to Australia

FIGURE 7.20 Beta thalassaemia affects red
blood cells as shown in a blood smear from
a. an unaffected individual b. an individual with
thalassaemia

a. b.

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.3 Natural selection, gene flow, genetic drift and evolution (ewbk-2781)
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KEY IDEAS

• Populations are exposed to environmental selection pressures in the form of physical, biological and chemical
agents.

• Various phenotypes in a population may differ in their fitness value according to their environment.
• Environmental selection pressures will act on populations and change allele frequencies.
• The mechanism of natural selection will select for phenotypes in a population with higher fitness values.
• Genetic drift can alter the allele frequency in a gene pool by chance events and does not select phenotypes

based on their fitness value.
• Genetic drift can be categorised as a bottleneck effect or a founder effect.
• Bottlenecks usually occur after a catastrophic event and may result in a decrease in the diversity of the allele

frequency in the gene pool.
• Founder effect occurs when a small sample of one population becomes the foundation of a new population.

Their new gene pool may not be representative of all the alleles of the original gene pool.
• Gene flow, such as the migration of a group into an existing population, may result in an increase in the

diversity of the receiving population.
• Gene flow between populations can introduce new alleles and/or change allele frequencies.

7.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.3 Quick quiz 7.3 Exercise 7.3 Exam questions

7.3 Exercise

1. a. What is does the term biological fitness mean?
b. Contrast between the terms biological fitness and physical fitness

2. Describe how environmental selection pressures effect allele frequencies of a population through the process
of natural selection.

3. In a plant population, some phenotypes survive periods of drought better than other phenotypes. Explain what
would occur to this population if it were exposed to drought conditions for several generations.

4. Compare how natural selection and genetic drift change allele frequencies in a population’s gene pool.
5. Bottleneck effect and founder effect are both chance factors that can act on the gene pool of a population.

a. Identify one way in which they are similar.
b. Identify one way in which they are different.

6. a. Complete the following table comparing the bottleneck and founder effects.

Description Diagram Effect on the gene pool

Bottleneck effect
Founder effect

b. Tristan da Cunha is a group of remote volcanic islands in the Atlantic Ocean. In 1814, a small group of
British colonists established a settlement on this island. One of these early colonists was a carrier for a rare
disorder known as retinitis pigmentosa. This condition leads to degenerative vision loss.
The incidence of this disease globally is around 1 in 4000. By the 1960s, the incidence of retinitis
pigmentosa on Tristan da Cunha was around 1 in 60. Around 1 in 25 individuals were also carriers for
this recessive condition.
Explain why there is a significantly high incidence of retinitis pigmentosa on Tristan da Cunha.
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7.3 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section A, Q28

MC The graph below shows the frequency of five alleles in a population over 10 generations.

The changes in allele frequency is represented as a percentage of the frequency of the five alleles.

Key

Allele 1

Allele 2

Allele 3

Allele 4

Allele 5

Percentage frequency of five alleles in a

population over 10 generations

60
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40
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20
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percentage

frequency

of allele

generation

Based on the information in the graph, which one of the following is most likely?
A. The founder effect can explain the change in allele frequency in the first three generations.
B. Genetic diversity within the population remains unchanged over the 10 generations.
C. The appearance of Allele 3 after Generation 3 may be explained by gene flow.
D. A bottleneck event occurred between Generation 7 and Generation 9.

Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2006 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q24

MC The following statements (not in correct order) summarise the steps in natural selection.
1. Some individuals are better suited to a particular environment.
2. Over time there is an increase in particular characteristics in the population.
3. There is variation within a population, some of which is genetic.
4. Individuals better suited to the environment are more successful at survival and reproduction.

The order of statements which best describe natural selection are
A. 1, 3, 2, 4
B. 3, 1, 4, 2
C. 2, 3, 1, 4
D. 1, 2, 4, 3
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Question 3 (5 marks)
Source: VCAA 2010 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q4a and b

The blue mussel, Mytilus edulis, lives along the northeastern coastline of the USA. A species of Asian shore crab,
Hemigrapsus sanguineus, was accidentally introduced into the area about 15 years ago. As shown below, the
Asian shore crab has only migrated to the southern half of the total area inhabited by the blue mussel.

The Asian shore crab feeds off the blue mussels. The thinner the mussel shell, the easier it is for the crab to crush
and eat the mussel.

USA

northern blue mussels

Asian shore crab

southern blue mussels

northern limit of the

Asian shore crab

In recent times, scientists have observed that the overall population of the southern blue mussel has a thicker
shell than that of the northern blue mussel. This contrasts with 15 years earlier when there was no difference in
the range of shell thickness in northern and southern blue mussel populations.
a. Explain the process of natural selection that has occurred in the population of southern blue mussels over the

last 15 years that has resulted in thicker shells. 3 marks
b. Assume that the Asian shore crab is unable to migrate past the northern limit line into the northern blue

mussel area. What would you expect to happen to the shell thickness of the northern blue mussels over time?
Explain your reasoning. 2 marks

Question 4 (5 marks)
Source: VCAA 2017 Biology Exam, Section B, Q5a and b

The rufous bristlebird (Dasyornis broadbenti) is a
ground-dwelling songbird. The rufous bristlebird
is found in gardens near thick, natural vegetation
and builds nests in shrubs close to the ground.
The rufous bristlebird feeds on ground-dwelling
invertebrates. It is a weak flyer and is slow to go
back to areas from which it has been previously
eliminated. Two distinct populations of rufous
bristlebird exist in Victoria. The distribution
of each population is shown on the map of
Victoria. The distance between Population A
and Population B is over 200 km.

Source: Flora & Fauna Guarantee Action Statement, 1993, no. 49;

© The State of Victoria, Department of Sustainability and

Environment, 2003

Population A

Population B

a. Define the term ‘gene flow’ and explain whether gene flow is likely to occur between these two
populations. 3 marks

b. Both of the rufous bristlebird populations in Victoria are small. Referring to the theory of natural selection,
explain why the rufous bristlebird is at risk of extinction. 3 marks
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Question 5 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2012 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q21

MC Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is an autosomal recessive trait that results in progressive blindness in humans.

On the island of Tristan da Cunha in the Atlantic Ocean, the frequency of the allele causing RP is four times
greater in its population of a few hundred individuals than in the original British population from which it was
colonised in the early 1800s. No natural disasters have occurred on the island since it was colonised.

The process that is most likely responsible for this observation related to allele frequency is
A. genetic drift.
B. founder effect.
C. bottleneck effect.
D. natural selection.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.

7.4 Mutations as the source of new alleles
KEY KNOWLEDGE

• Causes of changing allele frequencies in a population’s gene pool, including mutations as the source of
new alleles

Source: Adapted from VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission

7.4.1 Mutations as a source of new alleles FIGURE 7.21 Laila El Garaa of
Morocco is a short-statured woman
who competed in the Paralympics.

Generally, the genetic material of an organism is stable, both in
its base sequence and in its chromosomal location, and is passed
unchanged from generation to generation.

mutation a permanent alteration
in the DNA sequence of a gene
that leads to the formation of
new alleles

However, the genetic material can change. This change is very
commonly a change in the base sequence of a gene. When this
happens, a new form of a gene, called an allele, is created. Such a
change is known as a mutation and it can alter the instructions that
are encoded in the DNA.

This may be seen in the unexpected birth of a baby with
achondroplasia, a form of dwarfism, to two parents of average height
(see figure 7.21). This event is the visible expression of one change
in the base sequence of a gene in a gamete (either egg or sperm) of
one of the parents. Other gene mutations result from a change in the
location of a gene, and this move alters its expression.

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblinks Outcome of mutations

How often do mutations happen?
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7.4.2 Causes of mutation

mutagen chemical or physical
agent that can cause mutation in
DNA

Mutations may be spontaneous or may be induced by known exposure to mutagens (or mutagenic agents),
such as irradiation (for example, x-rays and gamma rays), some chemicals (for example, benzene, dioxane and
mustard gas) and some viruses.

FIGURE 7.22 Causes of mutation

Chemical

Causes of mutation

Radiation

UV
Radiation

from x-rays

Carcinogens
(such as

asbestos)

Other
chemicals
(such as
benzene)

Viruses
(such as

HPV)

Bacteria
(such as
H. pylori )

Pathogenric
(infectious)

somatic cells all body cells other
than the reproductive cells (sperm
and egg)

germline cells sex cells (sperm
and egg) that are also known as
gametes, that may pass on genetic
information to the next generation

FIGURE 7.23 A lead apron is worn to protect the
body’s tissues from radiation.

Protection against mutagenic agents is necessary to
protect the DNA in both somatic cells and germline
cells. Have you had an x-ray during a dental check-up?
The use of a lead apron during this procedure is to
protect body tissues from exposure to radiation (see
figure 7.23). Doses received by people working with
radiation are monitored by wearing badges that contain
radiation-sensitive devices.

Mutation rates are not equal for all genes and the
spontaneous mutation rate for achondroplasia, one
form of inherited dwarfism, is much higher than that
for some other inherited disorders (see table 7.3). This
is in accord with the fact that about 90 per cent of the
cases of achondroplasia are sporadic (or spontaneous),
and are due to mutation. On average, more sporadic
cases occur in association with increased paternal age
at the time of conception.
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TABLE 7.3 Spontaneous mutation rates at different gene loci in various human population samples

Mutation Mutations per 100 000 gametes Locus

Retinoblastoma
United Kingdom
United States

1.2
1.8

Number-13 chromosome

Achondroplasia
Northern Ireland
Japan

14.3
12.2

Number-4 chromosome

Huntington’s disease
United States 0.5

Number-4 chromosome

CASE STUDY: Mutations and Chernobyl

FIGURE 7.24 An area in the city of Pripyat,
near the Chernobyl site, which was
abandoned after the disaster

The world has been recently reminded of the Chernobyl
disaster with the release of an Emmy–award winning series
recounting the horrors of the nuclear disaster at the time it
occurred. However, the effects of the Chernobyl disaster
lasted long after the nuclear accident.

The Chernobyl disaster occurred in 1986 when a nuclear
reactor exploded during routine safety inspections. This
released large amounts of iodinising radiation, which is a
known mutagen.

One of the long-term consequences of the Chernobyl disaster
has been an increased incidence of thyroid cancer due to
mutations that occurred as a result of the radiation. Many
reports also suggest an increase in mutations and congenital
defects after the Chernobyl incident due to the inheritance of
mutations by the next generation. This was found not only in
humans, but also in the flora and fauna of the area.

The area around Chernobyl was made an exclusion zone. Even today, very few people live there due to higher
levels of radiation.

Persistence of mutations within a gene pool

In order for a gene mutation to be sustained in a population, it is first necessary that the mutation occur in the
germline of an organism so that it may be passed to the next generation.

If the germline mutation produces an allele that controls a dominant trait, its phenotypic expression will appear
in the next generation. If, however, the new allele controls a recessive trait, it may be several generations before
the trait is expressed phenotypically in the population.

After a mutation is expressed in a phenotype, it will be the actions of change agents, in particular natural
selection, that determine whether the allele is lost from the population or whether it becomes established in
the gene pool of a population. Some gene mutations disappear after one or a few generations, because of strong
selection pressure acting against them.

In addition, in a small population, even advantageous mutations may be lost through the action of genetic drift.
As genetic drift involves chance events, all traits and associated alleles have a chance to be retained or lost,
regardless of whether it is an advantage or not. The influence of natural selection and genetic drift on alleles can
be seen in figure 7.25.
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FIGURE 7.25 Natural selection and genetic drift can affect whether a mutation and associated allele is lost or
retained in a population.
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7.4.3 Types of mutation
Gene mutations are changes in the genetic material or DNA. DNA provides the genetic code for the production
of proteins through transcription and translation (as explored in topic 1).

Several kinds of change in DNA can be identified, such as point mutations, which involve a change of a single
base; block mutations, which involve a large section of a chromosome; and chromosomal mutations, which
involve entire chromosomes.

FIGURE 7.26 Some examples of different types of mutation

Point mutation

Insertion

Deletion

Gene duplication

Genome duplication

Chromosome fusion

TGCATTGCGTAGGC

TGCATTCCGTAGGC

TGCATTTAGGC

TGCATTCCGTAGGC

TGCATTTAGGC

TGCATTCCGTAGGC

CCG

Inversion
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7.4.4 Point mutations
The sequence of bases in DNA and genes provides the code for proteins. In subtopic 1.4, protein synthesis was
introduced in which DNA is transcribed into mRNA and mRNA is translated to produce proteins. Therefore, any
changes in DNA through mutation may affect the amino acids added in translation, leading to a new allele.

substitution a gene mutation
where one nucleotide is
replaced with another

Point mutations affect a single nucleotide in DNA, either by substitution, insertion or deletion.

Point mutations include:
1. Substitution mutations (change of a single nitrogenous base to a different nitrogenous base), including:

• silent mutations
• nonsense mutations
• missense mutations (conservative or non-conservative)

2. Frameshift mutations (change that results in alteration to the reading frame), including:
• insertions
• deletions.

These mutations commonly affect the nucleotide sequence of a structural gene. However, these mutations may
also affect a segment of DNA that regulates the expression of a structural gene. These mutations may result in
the creation of a protein which is faulty or non-functional.

7.4.5 Substitution mutations
In a substitution, one base in a DNA triplet is replaced by another.

Three kinds of base substitutions are recognised: silent, nonsense and missense.

Silent mutations

silent mutation a type of
mutation in which a single base
change does not change the
amino acid and final protein
expressed

Silent mutations are mutations that do not result in any change in phenotype, as the mutation leads to the same
amino acid being encoded for. This is because the genetic code is degenerate (refer back to section 1.4.1) and
many amino acids are encoded by several DNA triplets.

A silent mutation is a nucleotide substitution in DNA that does not result in a change in the amino acid sequence
of polypeptide chain encoded by this gene.

For example, the amino acid valine (val) is encoded by four DNA triplets on the coding strand: GTT, GTC, GTA
and GTG (the complementary triplets appear on the template strand). Therefore, a mutation resulting in a change
to the last nucleotide will not change the amino acid in the polypeptide chain.

FIGURE 7.27 A example of a silent mutation

Template DNA sequence

mRNA sequence

Amino acid sequence

TAC

MET HIS VAL CYS ASN MET HIS VAL CYS ASN

AUG CAU GUU UGU AAU

GTA CAA ACA TTA TAC

AUG CAU GUA UGU AAU

GTA CAT ACA TTA

This DNA substitution mutation will not affect the expression of the gene because
the mutated DNA triplet still codes for the same amino acid (val), hence the
label ‘silent’. Silent mutations most commonly occur in the third nucleotide of a
DNA triplet.

While these mutations are ‘silent’ in terms of their polypeptide chain, they are of
course visible when the DNA sequence is examined.
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Nonsense mutations

nonsense mutation a type of
mutation in which a single base
change leads to a STOP signal
being received, resulting in a
truncated protein

Nonsense mutations cause a STOP codon to be coded for earlier than intended, resulting in a shortened
polypeptide to be formed. Instead of continuing adding amino acids as is intended, the translation of the protein
is stopped and thus the protein formed is incomplete. The STOP signals in amino acids are coded by the codons
UAA, UAG and UGA.

A nonsense mutation in DNA is a nucleotide substitution that changes a DNA triplet so that, instead of coding for
an amino acid, it codes for a STOP signal, leading to a shortened protein product.

FIGURE 7.28 A example of a nonsense mutation

Template DNA sequence

mRNA sequence

Amino acid sequence

TAC

MET HIS VAL CYS ASN MET HIS VAL

AUG CAU GUU UGU AAU

GTA CAA ACA TTA TAC

AUG CAU GUU UGA

STOP

AAU

GTA CAA ACT TTA

Such a mutation will likely have a serious effect on the polypeptide product of the gene because translation
will stop at the mRNA codon transcribed by the mutated triplet DNA sequence. In turn, this will shorten the
polypeptide chain encoded by the gene. The degree of shortening of the polypeptide gene product will depend
on the position of the point mutation relative to the start of the coding sequence — the earlier in the DNA
sequence, the greater the shortening of the polypeptide.

Missense mutations

missense mutation a type of
mutation in which a single base
change leads to the change in the
amino acid translated in the protein
chain

A missense mutation is a nucleotide substitution in DNA that results in a single amino acid alteration in the
polypeptide product of the gene. Missense mutations may be conservative or non-conservative.

A missense mutation involves a change in one amino acid to another amino acid.

Conservative mutation

conservative missense mutation a
type of missense mutation in which
the substituted amino acid is similar
in properties to the initial amino acid

When a missense mutation occurs and a different amino acid is incorporated into
a polypeptide chain, the outcome depends on whether the mutated polypeptide can
carry out its normal function. This is likely to be the case in a conservative missense
mutation and such a mutation can be tolerated. A conservative missense mutation
of DNA results in the substitution of one amino acid by a different amino acid with
similar chemical properties (see the example in figure 7.29). The chemical properties
of the polypeptide are said to be ‘conserved’ (refer to the appendix for the chemical
properties of amino acids).

FIGURE 7.29 A example of a conservative missense mutation

Template DNA sequence

mRNA sequence

Amino acid sequence

TAC

MET HIS VAL CYS ASN ASNCYSMET HIS ALA

AUG CAU GUU UGU AAU

GTA CAA ACA TTA TAC

AUG CAU GCU UGU AAU

GTA CGA ACA TTA

This mutation results in the replacement of the amino acid valine (val) with alanine (ala). Both of these amino
acids have hydrophobic side chains and thus similar properties, so may still result in a functional protein.
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Non-conservative mutation 

In other cases, the missense mutation results in the substitution of an amino acid by one that has different
chemical properties (for example from a hydrophillic amino acid to a hydrophobic amino acid). Such a mutation
is said to be a non-conservative missense mutation, as the chemical properties are not conserved. In this case,
the resulting polypeptide is unlikely to be able to carry out its normal function and such a mutation will have
severe clinical effects.

Consider the replacement of histidine (his), which contains a charged side chain, with tyrosine (tyr), which
contains a hydrophobic chain. This will affect the formation of secondary structures and the folding of the
polypeptide chain into the three-dimensional tertiary structure.

FIGURE 7.30 A example of a non-conservative missense mutation

Template DNA sequence

mRNA sequence

Amino acid sequence

TAC

MET HIS VAL CYS ASN ASNCYSMET TYR VAL

AUG CAU GUU UGU AAU

GTA CAA ACA TTA TAC

AUG UAU GUU UGU AAU

ATA CAA ACA TTA

Examples of non-conservative missense mutations are:
• haemoglobin M disease, which results from a missense mutation of a substitution of histidine (his) with

tyrosine (tyr) in the alpha chain of haemoglobin. Haemoglobin M can carry oxygen but cannot release it to
body cells where it is needed.

• achondroplasia, which is the result of the replacement of the amino acid glycine (gly) with arginine (arg)
at amino acid number 380 in the receptor protein for a growth factor. We can write this replacement as
Gly380Arg. This replacement is caused by a single base substitution in the DNA triplet that encodes the
380th amino acid in this protein that mutates as CCA→GCA.

7.4.6 Frameshift mutations
Single nucleotide insertions have a major effect on the genes involved because they alter the DNA triplet at the
point of the insertion and also affect every DNA triplet following that point. Likewise, single base deletions have
the same effects. These single base insertions or deletions are known as frameshift mutations.

non-conservative missense
mutation a type of missense
mutation in which the
substituted amino acid is very
different in properties to the
initial amino acid

Frameshift mutations result in the ‘reading frame’ being altered, affecting all
codons from the point of the mutation. Remember that the genetic information in
DNA is organised into groups of three bases or triplets that are then read in order,
with one triplet coding for one amino acid. In addition, both insertion and deletion
may form an early stop codon where one should not exist. This causes translation
to stop early, leading to the production of an incomplete polypeptide.

This idea of changing the reading frame can be seen in the sentence shown in
table 7.4.

frameshift mutation type of
mutation in which, as a result of
insertion or deletion of a base,
all codons from that point are
affectedThe initial sentence is THE FAT CAT SAT. If a letter is added or removed and the

letters are rearranged back in groups of three, the sentence becomes nonsensical.

TABLE 7.4 Adding or deleting letters changing the reading frame

Initial THE FAT CAT SAT

Insertion (of letter X) THX EFA TCA TSA T

Deletion (of letter H) TEF ATC ATS AT
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Frameshift mutations alter the base sequence of a gene so that the message it encodes no longer makes sense.
This is referred to as changing the reading frame.

It is important to note that frameshift mutations can also occur with insertions and deletions of more than one
nucleotide. For example, the insertion or deletion of two nucleotides will change the reading frame. Insertions or
deletions of nucleotides in multiples of three, however, will not cause a frameshift, as the reading frame after the
mutation will not be affected.

Insertion mutations
An insertion mutation occurs when one nucleotide base is added to a DNA strand.This type of mutation is often
more damaging than a substitution mutation because it causes a frameshift, with all the bases from the point of
insertion being moved down by one position to make room for the extra nucleotide.

FIGURE 7.31 A example of an insertion resulting in a frameshift

Template DNA sequence

mRNA sequence

Amino acid sequence

TAC

MET HIS VAL CYS ASN CYSMET TYR VAL

AUG CAU GUU UGU AAU

GTA CAA ACA TTA TAC

AUG CGA

STOP

UGU UUG UAA

GCT

C

ACA AAC ATT

U

A

Deletion mutations
A nucleotide deletion also causes a frameshift with all bases from the point of the deletion being moved back by
one position to compensate for the deletion.

FIGURE 7.32 A example of a deletion resulting in a frameshift

Template DNA sequence

mRNA sequence

Amino acid sequence

TAC

MET HIS VAL CYS ASN VALMET MET PHE

AUG CAU GUU UGU AAU

GTA CAA ACA TTA TAC

AUG AUG UUU GUA AU

TAC

G

AAA CAT TA

INVESTIGATION 7.4
elog-0037

Investigating mutations

Aim

To understand different types of mutations and how they impact polypeptide formation
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 3 I dentifying mutations and explaining their impacts
tlvd-1790

Examine the mRNA nucleotide sequence below:

5′ AUG GGG CGU AGC UAC AGG CUU 3′

Codon Table:

SECOND BASE
U C A G

UUU Phe UCU Ser UAU Tyr UGU Cys

UUC Phe UCC Ser UAC Tyr UGC Cys

UUA Leu UCA Ser UAA STOP UGA STOP
U

UUG Leu UCG Ser UAG STOP UGG Trp

CUU Leu CCU Pro CAU His CGU Arg

CUC Leu CCC Pro CAC His CGC Arg

CUA Leu CCA Pro CAA Gln CGA Arg
C

CUG Leu CCG Pro CAG Gln CGG Arg

AUU Ile ACU Thr AAU Asn AGU Ser

AUC Ile ACC Thr AAC Asn AGC Ser

AUA Ile ACA Thr AAA Lys AGA Arg
A

AUG Met ACG Thr AAG Lys AGG Arg

GUU Val GCU Ala GAU Asp GGU Gly

GUC Val GCC Ala GAC Asp GGC Gly

GUA Val GCA Ala GAA Glu GGA Gly

FIRST
BASE

G

GUG Val GCG Ala GAG Glu GGG Gly

a. Using the codon table provided, translate the mRNA nucleotide sequence. (1 mark)
b. A guanine nucleotide is inserted before the thirteenth nucleotide of the mRNA sequence.

i. Identify which type of mutation this is. (1 mark)
ii. Explain how this type of mutation will affect the structure and function of the protein

produced. (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

a. 1. Identify what the question is asking you to do.
The question is asking you to translate. Translate
means using the mRNA nucleotide sequence to
determine the amino acid sequence.

2. Consider the amino acid table provided. It is a
codon table. Therefore, the mRNA nucleotide
sequence is used to identify the amino acid
sequence. A common mistake is creating a tRNA
sequence — this only needs to occur if the amino
acid chart is an anticodon table.

List the amino acids in order:
Met-Gly-Arg-Ser-Tyr-Arg-Leu (1 mark)
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b. i. 1. Identify what the question is asking you to do. The
first part of the question asks you to identify. In an
identify question, you can list answers with one
word from the options given.

2. The key word to identify in question is ‘inserted’.
When a nucleotide is inserted (added) or deleted
and changes the reading frame, then it is a
frameshift mutation.

Frameshift mutation (1 mark)

c. ii. 1. Identify what the question is asking you to do.
The question asks you to explain. In an explain
question, you need to account for the reason why
or how something occurs using your scientific
knowledge.

2. First consider how an inserted nucleotide will
change the codon sequence and therefore the
amino acid sequence. Use this to explain how a
changed amino acid will change the secondary and
tertiary folding of a protein (structure).

The amino acid sequence after the insertion
will be changed (the last three amino acids
will be Val-Glu-Ala instead of Tyr-Arg-Leu).
Therefore, the polypeptide chain will be
folded differently (1 mark).

3. Consider how a different structure will affect the
function of a protein.

This will result in a protein that is non-
functional (1 mark).

7.4.7 Other types of mutations
The point mutations discussed involve single base changes. However, some mutations are much larger than just a
single base. Many of these mutations lead to changes in genes and thus can be the sources of new alleles.

• Some mutations involve more than one nucleotide being inserted or deleted. Adding nucleotides in
groups of three is less damaging than single nucleotides as it does not affect the reading frame (known as
non-frameshift).

• Some mutations, known as trinucleotide repeats involve mutations that repeat a large number of
nucleotides.

• Some mutations, known as block mutations, involve large sections of DNA being translocated, inverted,
deleted or duplicated (such as in Cri-du-chat syndrome)

• Some mutations are chromosomal and involve the deletion or addition of an entire chromosome (such as in
trisomy 21 or Down syndrome).

Block and chromosomal mutations
Block mutations are chromosomal changes affecting large segments of a chromosome. These block mutations
most commonly arise as a result of spontaneous errors in crossing over during meiosis, or they may be induced
by mutagenic agents, such as x-rays.

These block mutations include:
• deletion of part of a chromosome
• duplication or gain of part of a chromosome
• translocation or reciprocal exchange between non-homologous chromosomes
• inversion when a segment of a chromosome rotates through 180 degrees.

Figure 7.33 shows some of these block mutations. In each case, chromosome breakages occur followed by
rearrangement and rejoining.
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FIGURE 7.33 a. Normal chromosome and the same chromosome showing a duplication b. Normal chromosome
and the same chromosome showing a deletion c. Normal chromosome and the same chromosome showing an
inversion d. An example of a 14/21 translocation
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None of these chromosomal block mutations involves a loss of genetic material, but they do alter the location
of some genes, relocating them in a new position on a chromosome. Research has shown that relocating can
alter the activity or the expression of a gene — such effects are termed position effects. In some cases, a gene
at a breakpoint may be silenced or its expression may become unstable or, in the case of some reciprocal
translocations, abnormalities such as cancers occur.

Figure 7.34 shows the details of a reciprocal translocation that results in chronic myeloid leukaemia. In a
reciprocal translocation, sections from two chromosomes change location. The relocation of the ABL and the
BCR genes in close proximity on the Philadelphia chromosome has been shown to be the cause of chronic
myeloid leukaemia.

FIGURE 7.34 Diagram showing the reciprocal exchange that occurs between chromosome 9 and chromosome
22 in chronic myeloid leukaemia

Normal

chromosome 9

Normal

chromosome 22

Translocation

t(9:22)
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chromosome
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22q11.2

(BCR)
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(ABL)

+ +
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Figure 7.35 shows the unstable expression of a gene for eye colour in the compound eye of a fruit fly
(Drosophila melanogaster) after relocation of the gene involved to a new chromosomal location by an
inversion. Note that some eye facets are dark where the gene is active but others are pale where the gene
is not expressed. The variegation results from the unstable expression of the gene determining red eye colour
because of a chromosomal inversion that has relocated it.

FIGURE 7.35 Images of the compound eye of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, showing the normal red eye
(left), the normal white eye (middle) and the variegated eye (at right). (Images courtesy of A.M. Bauer and S.C.R.
Elgin, Washington University, St Louis.)

CASE STUDY: Trinucleotide repeat expansion mutations

One class of gene mutations involves the addition or deletion of a large number of short sequences of bases.

Several normal human genes contain multiple copies of a three-base (trinucleotide) sequence, such as CCG and
CAG. One kind of mutation, known as a trinucleotide repeat expansion (TRE), involves additional repeats of these
sequences beyond the normal range. These TRE mutations are the cause of two inherited disorders: fragile X
syndrome (FMR1) and Huntington’s disease (HD) (see table 7.5).

TABLE 7.5 Examples of trinucleotide repeat expansion mutations

Gene Mutant condition Trinucleotide repeats

FMR1 Fragile X syndrome CCG: 200 to 1000+ repeats

HD Huntington’s disease CAG: 36 to 120 repeats

To access more information on trinucleotide repeat expansion mutations, please download the digital document.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Case study: Trinucleotide expansion mutations (doc-36105)
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Polyploidy and aneuploidy
As well as block mutations, changes to entire chromosomes can occur, such as:

• polyploidy — the entire genome is replicated (so instead of 2 of each chromosomes there may be 3 of
every chromosome). This does not occur in humans.

• aneuploidy — the loss or gain of a single chromosome (the loss of a chromosome is termed monosomy and
the gain is termed trisomy).

TABLE 7.6 Some examples of chromosome changes and approximate incidence rates. Which syndrome is
an example of a trisomy? A monosomy? Note that the XYY condition does not have a clinical name.

Chromosome changes Resulting syndrome Approximate incidence rates

Addition: whole chromosome
extra number-21 (47, +21)
extra number-18 (47, +18)
extra number-13 (47, +13)
extra sex chromosome (47, XXY)
extra Y chromosome (47, XYY)

Down syndrome
Edwards syndrome
Patau syndrome
Klinefelter syndrome
n/a

1/700 live births
1/3000 live births
1/5000 live births
1/1000 male births
1/1000 male births

Deletion: whole chromosome
missing sex chromosome (46, XO) Turner syndrome 1/5000 female births

Deletion: part chromosome
missing part of number-4
missing part of number-5

Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome
Cri-du-chat syndrome

1/50 000 live births
1/25 000 live births

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.4 Types of mutation (ewbk-2782)

Video eLessons Changes in chromosomes (eles-4201)
Types of mutations (eles-4214)

Interactivities Mutations (int-1453)

Chromosomal changes (int-0181)

Weblinks Mutations interactive

KEY IDEAS

• Mutations are changes to genetic materials which can results in new alleles.
• Mutations may occur spontaneously or be induced by exposure to a mutagen.
• Mutations which occur in germline cells can continue in a population’s gene pool.
• Mutations can result in faulty or non-functional proteins.
• Point mutations can be classified as either substitution mutations or frameshift mutations.
• Substitution mutations can affect the polypeptide chain differently and result in either silent, nonsense or

missense mutations.
• Silent mutations do not change the amino acid in a protein.
• Missense mutations lead to the change in an amino acid in a protein. This can be conservative or non-

conservative, which depends on the properties of the amino acid.
• Nonsense mutations introduce a stop codon, leading to a truncated protein.
• Frameshift mutations change the sequence of amino acids more significantly than most substitution

mutations. This is because they alter the reading frame.
• Other mutations can involve large sections of chromosomes (block mutations), multiple nucleotides or even

entire chromosomes.
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7.4 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.4 Quick quiz 7.4 Exercise 7.4 Exam questions

7.4 Exercise

1. Identify three causes of a mutation.
2. Outline the difference in the impact that somatic mutations and germline mutations can have on a population’s

gene pool.
3. Compare substitution mutations and frameshift mutations by identifying a similarity and a difference between

them.
4. A certain triplet in the DNA coding has the base sequence CAA.

a. Describe the effect the following mutations will have on the amino acid sequence:
i. The first nucleotide is changed to guanine.
ii. The second nucleotide in changed to guanine.
iii. The third nucleotide in changed to guanine.

b. Which of the three nucleotide positions has the greatest impact on the protein? Explain your response and
why this is the case.

5. A frameshift mutation will always have a greater consequence on a polypeptide chain than a substitution
mutation. Is this statement correct? Justify your response.

6. Describe how each of the following leads to the formation of a new allele:
a. Missense mutation
b. Trinucleotide repeat
c. Block mutation: inversion
d. Frameshift mutation: deletion.

7.4 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: Adapted from VCAA 2018 Biology Exam, Section A, Q21

MC Use an amino acid chart for this question.

Consider the following sequence of six amino acids that make up part of a polypeptide.

phe leu pro val tyr ala

A mutation within the gene coding for this sequence of six amino acids resulted in the following six amino acids
in the same position.

phe leu ala val tyr ala

Another mutation within the original gene resulted in a shortened protein. The protein was truncated (cut short)
after the amino acid valine, as shown below.

phe leu pro val

This truncated protein resulted from the codon
A. UAU changing to UAA.
B. UAC changing to UGC.
C. GUA changing to UGA.
D. GUG changing to UGG.
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Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2007 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q14

MC New alleles arise in a sexually reproducing population by
A. mutations in DNA sequences prior to meiosis.
B. random fertilisation of gametes during reproduction.
C. random assortment of homologous chromosomes during meiosis.
D. exchange of chromatin between homologous chromosomes during meiosis.

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2017 Biology Exam, Section A, Q29

MC A newborn baby was diagnosed with Patau syndrome. Her karyotype showed three copies of
chromosome 13.

This is an example of
A. frameshift mutation.
B. block mutation.
C. aneuploidy.
D. polyploidy.

Question 4 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2011 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q5ei

A genetic condition called HERDA affects certain quarter horses. It is an autosomal recessive trait.

A DNA sequencing test is available that reveals the HERDA status of a horse. The sequence for the different
genes is shown below.

sequence for a normal gene is AAG AAG AAG GGG CCT AAA

The sequence for the HERDA gene is AAG AAG AAG AGG CCT AAA

What is the name given to this type of mutation?

Question 5 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2015 Biology Exam, Section B, Q8aii

Consider the template strand of a hypothetical gene, shown below. The exons are in bold type.

3’ TAC AAA CCG GCC TTT GCC AAA CCC AAC CTA AAT ATG AAA ATT 5’

Note:
1. The DNA triplet TAC indicates START and codes for the amino acid methionine that remains in the

polypeptide.
2. The DNA triplets ATC, ATT and ACT code for a STOP instruction.

An allele for this gene codes for a polypeptide with only five amino acids. This is caused by a mutation in one of
the exons. This mutation is a result of one nucleotide change.

By referring to the original sequence above, identify the nucleotide change that must have occurred to bring
about this shorter polypeptide.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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7.5 Biological consequences of changing allele
frequencies

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• Biological consequences of changing allele frequencies in terms of increased and decreased genetic
diversity

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission

7.5.1 Genetic diversity within populations

FIGURE 7.36 Trees have a higher
genetic diversity compared to
grasses.

The genetic diversity of a population is the level of genetic variation
within a gene pool. A population with high genetic diversity has a
gene pool with a large number of alleles for each gene. This diversity
can allow a population to be resilient to changes in the environment.
If there is a sudden change in the environment, there is a higher
chance that some individuals will be able to adapt to the changed
conditions and survive.

Populations with high genetic diversity tend to be large in size and
have gene flow with other populations’ gene pools within its species.
Woody plants or trees are an example of a group of species with high
genetic diversity. Their genetic diversity is higher than other groups
of plants such as grasses. This higher genetic diversity allows woody
plants to adapt to changing environmental conditions.

Different events can greatly affect the genetic diversity of a population. An increased genetic diversity
brings more variation into a population, helping to reduce the chance of extinction. However, it may lead to
other biological consequences, such as the addition of new alleles that lead to genetic disorders (such as the
introduction of the cystic fibrosis allele into Australian populations).

Decreased genetic diversity leads to a limited variation in a population, which may make organisms more
vulnerable if there are changes in selective pressures, increasing the chance of extinction.

As highlighted in subtopics 7.3 and 7.4, various mechanisms affect allele frequencies. Their effects on genetic
diversity are summarised in table 7.7.

TABLE 7.7 Summary of changing allele frequencies and the impact on genetic diversity

What usually happens
to genetic diversity Reason

Natural selection Decreased During natural selection, a particular phenotype has a selective
advantage, so particular alleles become more common, while
others are removed.

Gene flow Increased Usually, the movement of alleles results in new alleles coming
into a population.

Genetic drift Decreased Random chance events may lead to a loss of alleles in a
population.

Bottleneck Decreased An event leading to the death of many members of a
population may lead to a loss of alleles in a population.

Founder effect Decreased A population is descended from individuals with a limited
diversity in their genetic material.

Mutations Increased Mutations are the source of new alleles, increasing diversity in a
population.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 4 Identifying genetic drift and the impact on genetic diversity
tlvd-1791

In the 1890s the northern elephant seal was hunted to the point of near extinction, leading to fewer
than 100 individuals surviving (speculated to be as low as 20). Since then, the species was protected
and now there are over 120 000 individuals living in the Pacific Ocean, mating along beaches on the
west coast of North America. The southern elephant seal is a close relative and was not hunted to such
low numbers.
a. Identify the type of genetic drift that occurred in the northern elephant seal population. (1 mark)
b. Explain why the northern elephant seal population has a lower genetic diversity than the southern

elephant seal population. (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

a. 1. The first part of the question is asking you to
identify. In an identify question, you can list
or name an answer with one word or a short
sentence.

2. Consider what the two types of genetic drift are:
bottleneck effect and founder effect. The seals
went from a very small to a large population
without a location change.

Bottleneck effect (1 mark)

b. 1. This question asks you to explain. In an
explain question, you need to account for the
reasons why or how something occurs using
your scientific knowledge. As this question is
worth two marks, you should cover two points
comparing the seal populations.

2. Consider that the survivors of a bottleneck effect
are due to chance and not because they have a
selective advantage. Also consider that with
100 individuals the population would need to
inbreed to reproduce. What effect would these
two factors have on genetic diversity?

The genetic diversity is lower in the northern
elephant seal because their population dropped
to fewer than 100 individuals. As this was from
a bottleneck, the chance of different alleles being
retained is random (1 mark). As the population
began to increase, individuals would have had to
inbreed and this would have further decreased the
population’s genetic diversity (1 mark).

7.5.2 Biological consequences of low genetic diversity
Populations that are small and do not have gene flow with other populations generally have a lower genetic
diversity. The smaller population size can also increase the rate of inbreeding and this can further reduce the
genetic diversity. This can limit the population’s ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions, and
can make them vulnerable to becoming susceptible to disease and even to becoming extinct. Decreased genetic
diversity can occur in the wild through the genetic drift mechanisms of the bottleneck effect and founder effect
and in domesticated settings due to selective breeding.

The bottleneck effect and the founder effect play a significant role in the lowering of genetic diversity because
alleles are selected by chance and not because they allow individuals within a population to survive. This can
lead to alleles becoming lost or fixed within a gene pool. An allele is lost if it no longer present within the gene
pool and fixed when there is only one allele present for a particular gene (as shown in figure 7.37). Both of these
changes will reduce the genetic diversity of a population’s gene pool.
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FIGURE 7.37 Allele frequencies may be lost or fixed over time, resulting in decreased diversity. While this shows a
gradual change, the loss or fixation of an allele through genetic drift can be quite sudden.
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Consequences of low genetic diversity from bottleneck and founder effect
Some examples of species that have undergone a bottleneck effect include:

• the Australian humpback dolphin. This species of dolphin (figure 7.38a) experienced a bottleneck effect
between 1250 and 3750 years ago due to an El Niño Southern Oscillation climatic event. A warming of
the dolphin’s habitat lead to a sudden decrease in its population size. This species is currently listed as
vulnerable due to having low genetic diversity and limited gene flow between its populations.

• the Cheetah. Cheetahs (figure 7.38b) experienced a bottleneck approximately 10 000 years ago which
reduced their numbers dramatically. This resulted in the remaining small population becoming inbred.
Species with good genetic diversity can have around 20 per cent variation in their alleles; however,
the cheetah population has only 1 per cent variation. Because of this limited variation, cheetahs have
accumulated a number of harmful mutations associated with reproduction. This has resulted in reproductive
challenges for male cheetahs and lethal genetic disorders.

FIGURE 7.38 a. An Australian humpback dolphin b. A cheetah with her five cubs

b.a.
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Founder effect can lead to a specific allele becoming fixed in frequency, leading to an allele to be fixed in a
population. This may be anything from particular traits through to the fixation of genetic diseases in
populations.

CASE STUDY: The founder effect and Alzheimer’s disease in Colombia

There is a high prevalence of a form of early-onset Alzheimer’s disease in the town of Yarumal and surrounding
district in Colombia, South America. About 5000 people presently carry a particular mutation that causes
this disease, which typically shows its effects when people are in their early forties. This early-onset form of
Alzheimer’s disease is a dominant trait. Researchers analysed the sequence of the DNA segment involved
in the affected people and found that all these people carried the same mutation. It has been estimated that
this particular mutation was introduced to the population about 375 years ago. Further, it has been concluded
that this allele was brought into the district by a Spanish conquistador in the early sixteenth century. This
conquistador did not remain in the district but, as a result of his sexual activities, his genetic material remained
through at least one child whom he fathered with a local woman. This child survived to pass this DNA segment
to the next generation. As mentioned, about 5000 people are now known to carry this DNA and will develop the
destructive symptoms of early-onset Alzheimer’s disease.

7.5.3 Protecting genetic diversity

EXTENSION: Saving genetic variation

FIGURE 7.39 The Norwegian island of Spitsbergen,
north of the Arctic Circle, is the location of the
Svalbard Global Seed Vault

SWEDEN

NORWAYSpitsbergen

(Norway)

FINLAND

Arctic Circle

As wild populations are destroyed through land
clearance and as larger areas are devoted to the
cultivation of smaller numbers of commercial crop
varieties, the safeguarding of genetic variation in
wild populations is critical. In the case of plant
varieties, some contribution to this is being
achieved through the establishment of seed banks.

To access more information on saving genetic
diversity and seed plants, please download the
digital document.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Saving genetic
variation (doc-36106)

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.5 Biological consequences and genetic diversity (ewbk-2783)

Weblink Svalbard Global Seed Vault
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KEY IDEAS

• Genetic diversity is the amount of genetic variation in a population’s gene pool.
• Mutations and gene flow often increase genetic diversity.
• Genetic drift and natural selection often decrease genetic diversity.
• Populations with high genetic diversity have a greater chance of successfully adapting to changing

environments.
• Low genetic diversity can occur in populations due to a bottleneck effect, a founder effect and limited

gene flow.
• Populations with low genetic diversity are less likely to be able to adapt to changing environments.
• Populations with low genetic diversity are more likely to become vulnerable to extinction.

7.5 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.5 Quick quiz 7.5 Exercise 7.5 Exam questions

7.5 Exercise

1. Identify a factor that can increase and decrease the genetic diversity of population.
2. Describe how a population’s size can affect the genetic diversity of a gene pool.
3. The frequency of a particular allele in the gene pool shows a steady decline over each successive generation.

Is this change the result of genetic drift? Justify your response.
4. Outline the impact of alleles becoming lost or fixed will have on the gene pool.
5. Explain the consequence of inbreeding within a population.

7.5 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: Adapted from VCAA 2009 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q3e

The endangered pygmy possum (Burramys parvus) lives in three restricted alpine areas, Mt Buller, Bogong High
Plains and Mt Kosciusko.

About 2000 individuals remain in the wild. Studies show that there is a lot of genetic diversity between the three
populations. Due to the isolation of these populations, scientists think that each population has a separate
gene pool.

Explain how exchange of genetic material may be beneficial in the survival of endangered species like the pygmy
possum.

Question 2 (1 mark)

MC Which of the following is the most likely to lead to an increase in genetic diversity?
A. Genetic drift
B. Natural selection
C. Gene flow
D. Mutation
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Question 3 (6 marks)
Source: VCAA 2011 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q6b and c

The prairie chicken (Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus) is a grassland bird native to North America. A prairie chicken
spends its entire life within several kilometres of its birthplace. Prior to European settlement, prairie chickens
numbered in the millions across the Midwest of the United States of America. As a result of the grasslands being
replaced by plant food crops, the distribution of prairie chickens has diminished, as shown below.

lakes

N

K

M

IL

N

K

M

IL Illinois

Minnesota

Nebraska

Kansas

Prior to European

settlement

Distribution of

prairie chicken

Year 2000

By 1994, Kansas, Nebraska and Minnesota still supported large and widespread populations; however, in the
state of Illinois, the number of prairie chickens fell to less than fifty individuals in two separate geographical areas.

1810 –1820 19621940 1994

Illinois – prairie chicken distribution

Representative samples of prairie chickens from the four states were selected for testing. Each prairie chicken
had six gene loci tested. The average number of alleles at each gene locus for each prairie chicken group is
shown in the graph below.

Illinois Kansas Minnesota Nebraska

average

number of

alleles per

gene locus

1

2

3

4

5

6

3.67

5.83
5.33

5.83

a. i. Explain the significance of the results for the Illinois birds compared to the results of the birds from the three
other states. 2 marks

ii. Explain why the results for the Kansan birds and Nebraskan birds are similar to each other. 1 mark
b. Measures were taken in the 1990s to prevent the Illinois prairie chicken from dying out completely.

i. Explain why low genetic diversity in a population threatens the survival of the population. 2 marks
ii. Describe one measure that could be used to prevent the Illinois prairie chicken from dying out. 1 mark
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Question 4 (5 marks)

A group of 20 desert bighorn sheep were introduced to Tiburon Island which is off the coast of Mexico in 1975
from a herd in Arizona in the United States. No other sheep were introduced to the island and by 1999 there were
650 desert bighorn sheep living there.

a. Identify the type of genetic drift which occurred in the desert bighorn sheep population living on
Tiburon Island. 1 mark

b. Explain why the Tiburon Island desert bighorn sheep has a lower genetic diversity than the Arizona
desert bighorn sheep. 2 marks

c. Explain an action which could be taken to increase the genetic diversity of within the Tiburon Island
population of desert bighorn sheep. 2 marks

Question 5 (6 marks)

The brush-tailed rock wallaby (Petrogal penicillata) is
a small wallaby which lives in rocky outcrops in both
rainforest and temperate forests. The animal was
once widespread across the entire Great Dividing
Range but its distribution has decreased, especially
within the Victorian populations.

The distribution of the brush-tailed rock wallaby is
shown on the map. These are sections that contain
rocky outcrops.

Population A

Population B

a. The distance between the brush-tailed rock wallabies living in population A and B is too far for them
to travel between. Describe the impact this has on gene flow between the two populations. 2 marks

The genetic diversity of the brush-tailed rock wallabies was tested and scientists found that population B
in Victoria was more diverse than population A.
b. Describe why population B’s gene pool is more diverse that population A’s gene pool. 2 marks
c. Identify which population is at greater risk of extinction in environmental conditions change rapidly.

Justify your response. 2 marks

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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7.6 Selective breeding programs

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• M anipulations of gene pools through selective breeding programs
Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission

7.6.1 What is selective breeding?

artificial selection the process
by which humans breed animals
or plants in such a way to
increase the proportion of
chosen phenotypic traits

selective breeding a process
of mating that is not random,
but uses parents chosen
by the breeder on the basis
of particular phenotypic
characteristics that they display

From the time when humans went from a hunter-gather society to an agricultural society, humans have
been changing the gene pools of domesticated species. This is known as artificial selection. The deliberate
manipulation of domesticated species’ gene pools has occurred through selective breeding programs.

Selective breeding is an example of artificial selection. In this procedure, only those organisms that display a
desirable trait in their phenotype or are known carriers of the trait are chosen to reproduce. Selective breeding is
an example of how humans can intervene in natural evolutionary processes by artificially manipulating the gene
pool of a population.

The mechanism of selective breeding is comparable to that of natural selection, but there is one key difference.
Instead of there being a struggle for all individuals in the gene pool to survive and for selection pressure to
‘select’ individuals, humans intervene, and we select the trait or phenotype which is most desirable for our
purposes. Individuals with this trait are selected to breed and they pass on this trait to their offspring. This will
occur over many generations and the number of individuals with the trait will greatly increase. This may lead to
the allele causing the trait to become fixed in frequency. What makes a trait desirable can vary between species
and regions around the world.

The mechanism of artificial selection

1. There is variation within the population’s gene pool.
2. Humans select individuals with a desirable trait.
3. These individuals breed (reproduce) and pass their alleles on to the next generation.
4. The alleles that lead to the desired phenotype will be inherited by subsequent generations and they can

increase in frequency in the gene pool over time.

Some examples of species which are bred for desirable traits are outlined in table 7.8.

TABLE 7.8 Desirable traits selectively bred in different species

Species Trait

Cattle • Higher milk yields
• Quality of meat
• Absence of A1 milk protein
• Pest resistance

Dogs • Temperament
• Appearance (‘cuteness’)
• Hunting ability
• Type of coat

Apples • Size
• Sweetness
• Crispness
• Pest resistance
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In plants, often artificial pollination is used in order to select desirable traits in cultivated plants.

TIP: When discussing artificial selection and selective breeding, ensure you mention human intervention in the
process, and remember that the phenotype being chosen is not necessarily one that gives an advantage for an
organism, but is instead desired by humans.

CASE STUDY: Selective breeding in dogs

Selective breeding of animals is not restricted to agricultural stock, such as cattle and sheep. Selective breeding
has been used by animal fanciers and hobbyists to produce the great variety of breeds that may be seen in
various pets, such as dogs. This selective breeding continues today.

The Australian National Kennel Council recognises 200 different breeds of dog, from Affenpinschers to Yorkshire
Terriers. Figure 7.40 shows four dog breeds that show striking variation in terms of their coats — from almost zero
hair in the Chinese Crested Dog to the Puli with its profuse corded coat.

FIGURE 7.40 a. The Chinese Crested Dog b. Shih Tzu c. Shar-Pei d. Puli

a. b.

c.

d.

There are many other examples of selective breeding in other species, including cattle and plants. To access
more information on other case studies of selective breeding and complete an analysis task, please download the
worksheet.

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.6 Case study: Investigating other examples of selective breeding (ewbk-2784)
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 5 Outlining the processes in selective breeding
tlvd-1792

Dairy cows produce milk with the variants of A1 and
A2 beta-casein proteins within it. These proteins only differ
from each by one amino acid. The dairy cows can produce milk
with only one of these proteins or both. It has been suggested
that drinking milk with only the A2 protein allows for easier
digestion for people who have lactose intolerance. In 1993
a genetic test was developed in New Zealand to identify cows
which only produced milk with the A2 milk. This allowed some
dairy farmers to produce milk that did not contain the A1
protein.
Outline how farmers could selectively breed a herd of cows that only produce A2 milk. (4 marks)

THINK WRITE

1. Identify what the question is asking you to do.
In an outline question, you give a step-by-step
account of what is occurring.

2. Consider the steps that occur in selective
breeding and which desired trait is being selected
for. Apply your knowledge of selective breeding
to the A2 milk scenario.

1. There is variation in the milk proteins cows
produce: A1 and A2 (1 mark).

2. Having milk with only the A2 protein is the
desired trait (1 mark).

3. Farmers use a genetic test to identify cattle with
only the A2 alleles (1 mark).

4. Only these cattle are bred and used on
the farm (1 mark).

7.6.2 The effect of selective breeding on gene pools
Selective breeding or artificial selection occurs when breeders, fanciers and farmers prefer particular inherited
features in their show animals and livestock because of their economic value or aesthetic appeal, and use
selective breeding to enhance those features and increase their frequency in the breeding stock. In doing this,
breeders manipulate the gene pool of their breeding stock.

Artificial selection can maintain features in a population that are economically important or aesthetically
appealing but which are disadvantageous in terms of survival and reproduction. In natural populations in the
wild, these features would come under negative selection pressure so that individuals with these features would
not be maintained, and the alleles responsible would tend to be lost from the gene pool.

Artificial selection in domesticated species, particularly in so-called show varieties, can favour features that are
disadvantageous for survival and reproduction and would be selected against in the wild. Traits such as these
would likely be lost through natural selection. However they are retained from artificial selection, selective
breeding and human manipulation of gene pools.

Examples of features maintained only by artificial selection can be seen in domesticated animals such as:
• hairless Sphynx cats (see figure 7.41a) and Chinese Crested dogs (see figure 7.40a). The lack of an

insulating fur coat in these animals means that, in cold environments, the homeostatic mechanisms that
regulate core body temperature are at risk of failing.

• English bulldogs with greatly shortened muzzles that result in breathing problems (see figure 7.41b).
• Shar-Pei dogs (see figure 7.40c) have various health problems related to their rounded snout and wrinkles.

They often do not make it past the age of 10. Common problems in Shar-Pei dogs include eye problems
(which may lead to blindness) and ear infections due to yeast hiding within the wrinkled structure.
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FIGURE 7.41 a. Hairless Sphynx cats b. English bulldogs

a. b.

Other examples of disadvantageous features maintained thorough selective breeding can be seen in the short-
legged dog breeds, such as dachshunds. These dogs are at a greatly increased risk of a disc herniation, in which
one of the discs between the spine vertebrae is displaced. This creates pressure on the spinal cord, resulting in
pain and, in some cases, temporary or permanent nerve damage.

Disadvantageous features such as these are maintained in the gene pools of these populations only through
human intervention and selective breeding, which raises many ethical questions.

EXTENSION: What technologies are used in selective breeding?

In many situations, selective breeding occurs when individuals choose organisms with desirable traits to breed in
order to increase the likelihood of a specific phenotype appearing.

In commercial herds and flocks, new reproductive technologies resulting in selective breeding are outlined in
table 7.9.

TABLE 7.9

Technique Process

Artificial insemination Semen is collected from a selected stud animal and then introduced
by artificial means into the reproductive tract of females of the same
species.

Sex selection Semen is collected from a stud bull and sperm is examined (using
fluorescent dye) to determine if it carries the X or the Y chromosomes.
The desired sperm is then used.

Multiple ovulation and embryo
transfer (MOET)

A female (with a desirable trait) receives injections of the follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH), which stimulates her to super-ovulate,
or produce multiple eggs. An injection of gonadotrophin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) is also given to make all the eggs mature at the same
time. Embryos at six to seven days of development are removed from
the reproductive tract of a female and transplanted into the tracts of
other females of the same species. These females act as surrogate
mothers and carry the embryos to term and give birth.

Oestrus synchronisation Breeding cycles are manipulated so that all members of a group of
sexually receptive and ovulating at the same time
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Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.7 Making the most of new variants — Artificial selection (ewbk-2785)

Digital document Extension: Technologies in selective breeding (doc-36184)

Weblink Dogs that changed the world — selective breeding problems

KEY IDEAS

• Selective breeding is one form of artificial selection used in plant and animal breeding.
• Selective breeding will select for desired traits for human benefit rather than traits which increase the survival

chances of the population.
• Selective breeding can decrease the genetic diversity of gene pools.
• Loss of genetic variation in a population may result in failure of the population to survive environmental

change.

7.6 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.6 Quick quiz 7.6 Exercise 7.6 Exam questions

7.6 Exercise

1. Define the term selective breeding.
2. Describe two traits for which a cattle farmer may select.
3. Compare the similarities and differences of artificial selection with natural selection.
4. The English bulldog has been bred for the trait of having a shortened muzzle. Suggest why this selective

breeding may be problematic.
5. Explain how selective breeding has changed the allele frequencies within domesticated species’ gene pools.

7.6 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section A, Q27

MC Tasmanian devils (Sarcophilus harrisii) were originally broadly distributed across Australia. When sea levels
rose 12 000 years ago, an island, now referred to as Tasmania, was formed. The small number of Tasmanian
devils on Tasmania was cut off from the Auatralian mainland populations. The population in Tasmania showed
less genetic variation than the mainland populations. Mainland populations became extinct approximately
3000 years ago.

Over the last 20 years, the total Tasmanian devil population on Tasmania has halved. Many of the deaths have
been the result of Tasmanian devil facial tumour disease (DFTD). Scientists have taken some Tasmanian devils
that do not have DFTD to mainland Australia to set up a conservation program. The scientists have shown that
greater genetic diversity among offspring in this program is observed when the Tasmanian devils are kept in
isolated male-female pairs rather than in larger groups.

The conservation program for Tasmanian devils is an example of
A. a population bottleneck.
B. allopatric speciation.
C. selective breeding.
D. natural selection.
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Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2010 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q20

MC The wild sunflower plant has been cultivated by humans over several generations. During that time,
selection for or against particular sunflower traits has been carried out.

A comparison of some of the traits in wild and cultivated sunflowers is given below.

fruit weight

plant height

flower diameter

number of branches

leaf area

Wild

sunflower

Cultivated

sunflower

gm 56–55gm 01–9

mc 631–021mc 071–351

mc 11–9mc 5–3

012–16

300–315 cm2180–270 cm2

From the information above, we can assume that humans have selected against large

leaf area.A. plant height.B.
fruit weight.C. flower diameter.D.

Question 3 (3 marks)
Source: VCAA 2007 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q6b and c

Australian agricultural biologists are currently researching weeping rice grass (Microlaena stipoides), a deep-
rooted native relative of rice. Their aim is to produce drought-tolerant grain crops, pasture grass for livestock and
domestic lawns.

M. stipoides thrives in a variety of soil types from coastal to mountain habitats. It does not spread in an
uncontrolled way as many introduced grasses do. It requires less fertiliser and liming of soil than introduced
crop species.

At present M. stipoides’ seed is only half the size of domestic rice.

Protein content of crop seeds
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rice wheat maize

protein content %

A researcher stated that weeping rice grass has not undergone selection or breeding for larger seed size.
a. What might be the advantage of breeding this species for larger seed size? 1 mark
b. If you were a farmer involved in a systematic breeding program, outline the steps you should take to develop

a variety of weeping rice grass with large seeds. 2 marks
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Question 4 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2017 Biology Exam, Section A, Q30

MC In the 18th century, farmer Robert Bakewell separated large, fine-boned sheep with long, shiny wool from his
native stock to interbreed for future sheep flocks.

This is an example of

genetic fitness.A. natural selection.B.
selective breeding.C. allopatric speciation.D.

Question 5 (3 marks)
Source: VCAA 2006 Biology Exam 2, Section B, Q6e, f and g

a. Selective breeding has been used to improve the milk yield of cattle herds in Australia. Identify a key
difference between selective breeding and random mating in a herd of cattle. 1 mark

b. Selective breeding has been used to improve the milk yield of cattle herds in Australia. What is the impact of
selective breeding on genetic variability in a herd of cattle? 1 mark

c. The quality and yield of milk in cattle has been improved by artificial insemination in which semen from a
selected bull is used. Explain how the use of artificial insemination may intervene in the evolutionary
process. 1 mark

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.

7.7 The consequences of rapid genetic change in
pathogens

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• Consequences of bacterial resistance and viral antigenic drift and shift in terms of ongoing challenges for
treatment strategies and vaccination against pathogens

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission

The time it takes for species to change and evolve can be measured over thousands or even millions of years.
A mutation that creates a new allele which is advantageous to a species can take many generations for it to
increase its frequency within a gene pool. The generation time of a species will determine how long it takes for
any inherited changes to affect the gene pool of a species. A shorter generation time means that there is a shorter
time frame between successive generations, and thus the inherited changes will affect the gene pool faster. For
example, Escherichia coli (E. coli), which has a generation time of approximately 20 minutes, will have a much
more significant change in its gene pool compared with the human species, which have a generation time of
approximately 26 years. Bacteria reproduce and viruses replicate at a much faster rate. This increases their rate
of evolution and, consequently, how we treat these pathogens. These pathogens were introduced in topic 5.

7.7.1 Consequences of bacterial resistance

How do bacteria become resistant?
Bacteria are single-celled organisms which reproduce through binary fission. This asexual form of reproduction
occurs when a single bacterium divides into two identical cells. This results in bacteria being one on the fastest
reproducing organisms, with species such as E. coli dividing every 20 minutes and Staphylococcus aureus every
30 minutes. This rapid reproduction allows one bacterium to create a colony of more than 1 million in less than
10 hours. Like all organisms, bacteria will have random mutations occurring in their nucleotide sequence which
produce new cells that are not identical. While the majority of these mutations will have a negative or neutral
effect on the bacteria, some will give a bacterium a selective advantage to survive.
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antibiotics a class of antimicrobial
drug used in the treatment and
prevention of bacterial infections
that act either by killing pathogenic
bacteria or by inhibiting their growth

As introduced in section 6.3.6, antibiotics are a group of drugs that either kill bacteria directly or prevent them
from reproducing by disrupting their cell structure or processes. Antibiotics are prescribed when a bacterial
infection is diagnosed. Usually the antibiotic will destroy all of the bacteria inside a person. What has been
increasingly occurring, however, is that some bacteria have become resistant to antibiotics. This occurs through
the process of natural selection where the presence of antibiotics is acting as the environmental selection
pressure.

The mechanism of natural selection works on bacteria as it does in other organisms, as shown in figure 7.42. An
example of antibiotic resistance in S. aureus is seen in the sensitivity test shown in figure 7.43.

FIGURE 7.42 The process of natural
selection selecting for antibiotic
resistant bacteria

This is a population of dividing

bacteria.

During division, one of the

bacterium undergoes a mutation

in its DNA that results in

antibiotic resistance.

When an antibiotic is added, all of

the sensitive bacteria are killed.

The antibiotic resistant bacterium,

however, is unaffected by the

antibiotic.

The resistant bacterium can

continue to divide, forming a

population of antibiotic resistant

bacteria.

FIGURE 7.43 Testing the antibiotic sensitivity of Staphylococcus
aureus. When there is bacterial growth around an antibiotic disc
(i.e. no zone of inhibition), the bacteria is resistant to the antibiotic.

Zone of inhibition 

There are many factors that increase the chance that bacterial resistance may occur.
Some of these are highlighted in table 7.10.
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TABLE 7.10 Causes of the increase in bacterial resistance

Cause Why this causes resistance

Doctors over-prescribing antibiotics This leads to there being more opportunities for bacteria to mutate and
consequently evolve to become resistant.

Patients not finishing a course of
antibiotics

Full course of antibiotics will kill the infectious bacteria and the beneficial
bacteria flora. But if the full course is not taken, some infectious bacteria
may survive and be more likely to reproduce and evolve.

Increased use of antibiotics in
livestock farming

A common practice among farmers was to give livestock, such as cattle,
antibiotics in order to promote faster growth and to reduce the infection
rate. However, the resistant bacteria developed in the livestock can be
ingested and transferred to humans.

Poor hygiene and sanitation This increases the spread and transmission of bacteria.

A lack of infection control in medical
centres

This increases the likelihood of resistant bacteria being transferred between
patients.

EXTENSION: Other mechanisms of acquiring resistance

Not all bacteria need to inherit a trait of antibiotic resistance. They can also acquire this trait through the process
of horizontal gene transfer (refer to figure 7.44). This process can occur in a variety of different ways.

a. Bacterial transformation.
A  n antibiotic-resistance gene is
released from a dying bacterium
and can picked up by another
bacterium and inserted into their
nucleic material.

b. Bacterial transduction.
A bacteriophage transfers an
antibiotic-resistance gene from one
bacterium to another.

c. Bacterial conjugation.
B acterial cells can undergo
conjugation when there is cell to
cell contact. A plasmid containing
an antibiotic-resistance gene can be
transferred.

FIGURE 7.44 The transfer of antibiotic resistance genes via
horizontal gene transfer

Donor cell

Phage-infected donor cell Recipient cell

Recipient cellAntibiotic-

resistance gene

Release of

DNA

Release of

phage

Transposon Donor cell Recipient cell

a. Bacterial transformation

b. Bacterial transduction

c. Bacterial conjugation

What consequences does this resistance have?
With the number of bacteria with resistance to antibiotics rising globally, it is becoming more challenging to
treat common infectious diseases (refer to table 7.11).

Diseases which could once be treated with a dose of antibiotics can now be life-threatening to individuals with
an antibiotic-resistant strain of infection because the bacteria can continue to reproduce in the body.
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Some examples of bacterial infections that are becoming increasingly difficult to treat with antibiotics are:
• pneumonia
• tuberculosis
• gonorrhoea
• salmonella.

Some recent cases of gonorrhoea (nicknamed ‘super gonorrhoea’), have been found to be resistant to at least six
different main categories of antibiotic, which are nearly all the antibiotics available to treat the infection.

TABLE 7.11 A timeline of bacterial resistance to antibiotics

Antibiotic approved or
released Year released Resistant strain identified

Year
identified

Penicillin 1943 Penicillin-resistant Streptococcus pneumoniae

Penicillinase-producing Neisseria gonorrhoeae

1967

1976

Vancomycin 1958 Plasmid-mediated vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus
faecium

Vancomycin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus

1988

2002

Amphotericin 1959 Amphotericin B-resistant Candida auris 2016

Methicillin 1960 Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 1960

Extended-spectrum
cephalosporins

1980
(Cefotaxime)

Extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing
Escherichia coli

1983

Azithromycin 1980 Azithromycin-resistant Neisseria gonorrhoeae 2011

Imipenem 1985 Klebsiella penumoniae carbapenemase (kpc)-producing
Klebsiella pneumoniae

1996

Ciprofloxacin 1987 Ciprofloxacin-resistant Neisseria gonorrhoeae 2007

Daptomycin 2003 Daptomycin-resistant methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus

2004

Ceftazidime-avibactam 2015 Ceftazidime-avibactam-resistant KPC-producing
Klebsiella pneumoniae

2015

To combat the global spread of bacterial resistance the World Health Organization (WHO) has set up the Global
Antimicrobial Surveillance System (GLASS) to monitor antibiotic resistance. These bacteria are able to resist
the common antibiotics available:

• Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
• Vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE)
• Multi-drug-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MDR-TB)
• Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) gut bacteria.

This presents incredible challenges for treatment for specific bacterial strains. Research is being continually
undertaken to address the antibiotic resistance that has evolved in bacterial species. New antibiotics (to which
the bacteria are not resistant) or new treatment options (such as draining areas infected with MRSA or the time
length of treatments being altered) need to be explored to help treat these resistant bacteria.
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INVESTIGATION 7.5
elog-0038

Investigating bacterial resistances

Aim

To investigate the resistance of bacteria to a variety of different antibiotics

Resourceseses
Resources

Weblinks Resistance map

WHO: bacterial resistance
The antibiotic resistance crisis

7.7.2 Consequences of antigenic shift and drift in viruses
Viruses are non-cellular pathogens which take over a host’s cells protein synthesis processes in order to replicate
and spread. Viruses, like other pathogens, have antigens on their surface (such as in influenza A in figure 7.45)
which allow our immune system to recognise them as non-self and initiate both the innate and adaptive immune
responses. Once these processes have occurred, the body will create B memory cells to be able to initiate a rapid
secondary response if the virus is encountered again.

FIGURE 7.45 a. Model showing a 3D representation of a typical influenza A virus. b. Transmission electron
micrograph of influenza A virus particles (virions). Note the rough outer margin that consists of the surface
proteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA).

Hemagglutinin

a.

Neuraminidase

M2 Ion Channel

RNP

b.

Source: CDC
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Antigenic drift and shift
If this is the case, how can we be infected with viral diseases such as influenza
more than once?

The reason this occurs is because viruses mutate at a high rate during replication
and these antigens can change. This is especially true for viruses which have
RNA as their nucleic material, as RNA does not have proof reading mechanisms
for mutations as DNA does. Viruses which have RNA as their nucleic
material include influenza, SARS-CoV-2, HIV, Ebola and hepatitis.

antigenic drift when a point
mutation alters a virus’s nucleic
material, resulting in small changes
so that it continues to be recognised
and reacted to by the body’s
immune system

antigenic shift when two or more
strains of a virus combine to form a
new strain of the virus so that it is no
longer recognised and reacted to by
the body’s immune system

When certain viruses mutate during replication, the antigens on its surface can be
altered. The degree to which the antigens are altered will result in either antigenic
drift or antigenic shift (refer to figure 7.46).

Antigenic drift is when a point mutation alters a virus’s nucleic material, resulting in small changes to its antigens.

Antigenic shift occurs when two or more strains of a virus combine to form a new strain of the virus with antigens
from each of the original strains.

FIGURE 7.46 The change in a virus’s antigen through antigenic drift and antigenic shift

Antigenic drift

small

mutations

new

strain

Antigenic shift

Applying antigenic drift and shift to influenza
Influenza is a virus with the highest rates of antigenic drift and shift. The two main antigens on an influenza
virus are hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) (refer to figure 7.45). There are three main types of
influenza: A, B and C. Influenza B and C are only found in humans, while influenza A can also infect animals,
such as birds (avian flu) and pigs (swine flu). The influenza A virus has 17 different HA antigens and 9 NA
antigens and this is where the naming conventions of the subtype come from (for example the H1N1 influenza
strain).

FIGURE 7.47 The naming of influenza. Two different examples are shown.

Type

a.

A/duck/Alberta/35/76 (H1N1)

Origin

Host Strain No. Subtype

Year Type

b.

A/Perth/16/2009 (H3N2)

Origin Year

Strain No. Subtype
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Antigenic drift in influenza

The RNA of the genetic material of the influenza virus continually undergoes frequent mutations as it replicates.
Each newly replicated virus can have a nucleotide change or point mutation in one of its genes. These small
changes continually occurring in the influenza virus are termed antigenic drift. All influenza virus types A, B
and C are subject to the gradual change of antigenic drift.

Over time, however, the accumulation of these small changes means that antigenic properties of the mutated
viruses have been altered to a major degree, and a new subtype is identified. When this happens, the virus will
no longer be recognised by immune system memory cells, but will be treated as a new pathogen.

Antigenic shift in influenza

Influenza A viruses can also undergo an occasional but major sudden change in their two surface proteins,
haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA). These proteins are embedded in the outer envelope of the
influenza A virus and give the virus its antigenic identity.

This is known as antigenic shift. When one host is infected with two different kinds of influenza A virus, a new
combination of genetic material can be produced by re-assortment. This may produce a novel influenza subtype
(one that is yet to be seen). Thus, no-one is likely to have immunity to this subtype and will develop influenza.
This is one of the main causes of pandemics and epidemics.

FIGURE 7.48 Antigenic shift in influenza A
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FIGURE 7.49 a. A livestock and poultry market provides an opportunity
for cross infection of a host by influenza viruses from different species.
b. The genetic re-assortment produces an antigenic shift that creates a
new subtype of influenza A virus that can infect people.

a.

Human H2N2

Human H3N2

Avian H3N8

Genetic re-assortment 

b.

occurs in a host 

TIP: A good way to remember what occurs in antigenic shift is that antigenic shift leads to significant changes
that change the subtype of the virus due to altering surface proteins (shift, significant, subtype and surface
proteins all start with s).

SAMPLE PROBLEM 6 Explaining and justifying challenges relating to vaccinations
tlvd-1793

A student had the flu last winter and his body created an immune response to overcome all symptoms
of the virus after ten days. His parents have arranged for him to have a flu vaccination this year but
he argues that he does not need one as his body has already built an immunity to the virus.

Does the student need the receive the flu vaccination? Justify your choice. (3 marks)

THINK WRITE

Consider the flu virus. Do its antigens remain
constant or change from year to year? If the virus’s
antigens are changing, will the body’s immune
system recognise them?
Your answer should respond to the question for
one mark. The other two marks are awarded by
providing two clear points to justify your choice.

Yes (1 mark).
The flu virus mutates at a fast rate, which leads to
antigenic drift and/or shift. This results in different
antigens on this year’s flu viruses compared with
last year’s (1 mark). Therefore, the body’s immune
system will not recognise the virus and the student
would be susceptible to being infected (1 mark).
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Consequences of antigenic drift and shift
The consequences for antigenic drift and shift within the immune system differ from each other. If antigenic drift
occurs and a slight variation of the influenza strain is produced, then a person who had already been exposed
to that strain may have a partial immune response. This occurs because the B memory cells are able to initiate
plasma cells to make antibodies which are still able to make some antibody-antigen complexes. However, if
an antigenic shift occurs in influenza, then the body’s immune system will identify the virus as new and a new
immune response will need to be initiated.

FIGURE 7.50 The immune response to influenza after prior exposure

Previous exposure to

influenza virus

New exposure

No mutation

(exact same strain)

Full immune responce

immediately — B memory

cells quickly produce

antibodies.

No illness No illness Illness

Partial immune response

immediately — B memory

cells can produce antibodies

which can form some 

antibody–antigen complexes.

Immune system has no

memory of pathogen, so

time required for adaptive

response.

Antigenic drift in influenza

virus

Antigenic shift in

influenza virus

The consequence of influenza constantly mutating is that a single vaccination cannot be made and administered
to provide long-term protection.

For individuals to protect themselves from influenza, a vaccination should be administered every year. The
World Health Organization (WHO) works with global governments to track the strains of influenza present in
their populations throughout the year. The strains that are most common in a region are referred to as seasonal
strains.
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As seen in figure 7.51 there were eight strains of influenza tracked throughout 2019 in the southern hemisphere.

FIGURE 7.51 The tracking of different influenza strains in the southern hemisphere
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The WHO recommends the Australian government make a vaccine covering the most common seasonal strains
of influenza for each year. The influenza vaccine for Australia in 2019 was a quadrivalent vaccine because it
protected against these four strains:

• an A/Brisbane/02/2018 (H1N1) pdm09-like virus
• an A/South Australia/34/2019 (H3N2)-like virus
• a B/Washington/02/2019-like (B/Victoria lineage) virus
• a B/Phuket/3073/2013-like (B/Yamagata lineage) virus.

This differs from the influenza vaccine of 2021, which contained protection against two additional strains:
• an A/Victoria/2570/2019 (H1N1) pdm09-like virus
• an A/Hong Kong/2671/2019 (H3N2)-like virus

These two strains replaced the two influenza A strains in the 2019 vaccine. The other two components remained
the same.

The influenza strains in future vaccines will be different based on the antigenic drift and shift of the virus. To
produce yearly vaccines that are the most effective, constant surveillance of the world’s influenza strains is
required. The seasonal influenza strains in the northern hemisphere will likely travel to the southern hemisphere
and vice versa (travel restrictions from COVID-19 have reduced the risk of this).

The changing nature of viruses was a challenge for the development of vaccines against SARS-Cov-2 with the
appearance of variant strains (such as the UK and South African strains). Continual research is being undertaken
in relation to the vaccines that have been approved or are upcoming to try to protect against variant forms.
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Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 7.8 Comparing antigenic shift and drift (ewbk-2786)

Weblinks Influenza vaccine: outmanoeuvring antigenic shift and drift

Modelling antigenic shift and drift
WHO Influenza updates
The natural evolution of SARS-CoV-2

KEY IDEAS

• Bacteria reproduce rapidly and this provides more opportunities for mutations to occur.
• Bacterial resistance occurs through the process of natural selection, with resistant bacteria having a selective

advantage.
• Bacterial resistance genes can be acquired through horizontal gene transfer.
• Some diseases are becoming increasingly difficult to treat with antibiotics.
• The reduction and careful prescribing of antibiotics is required to reduce the rate of bacterial resistance.
• Changes in viral antigens results from antigenic drift and antigenic shift.
• Antigenic shift produces new strains of a virus which require a new immune response.
• Viruses that have a rapid rate of antigenic drift and/or shift require the strains to be tracked and novel

vaccinations produced.

7.7 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.7 Quick quiz 7.7 Exercise 7.7 Exam questions

7.7 Exercise

1. Identify the environmental selection pressure which directs bacterial resistance.
2. Outline how the process of natural selection can select for bacterial resistance.
3. Compare the similarities and differences between antigenic drift and antigenic shift.
4. Explain the impact antigenic shift in an influenza strain will have on a body’s immune response.
5. Explain why a new vaccine for the influenza virus is required every year.

7.7 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2013 Biology Section A, Q39

MC Health professionals are concerned about the overprescription of antibiotics. Many antibiotics have become
ineffective against certain species of bacteria.

Any rise in incidence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria is due to
A. these bacteria having acquired immunity to antibiotics.
B. the overuse of antibiotics causing mutations in bacteria.
C. the introduction of selectively bred, antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
D. antibiotic-resistant phenotypes being favoured through natural selection.
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Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2019 Biology Exam, Section A, Q31

MC Relenza was developed by researchers in Australia in 1999 as a drug that could be used against influenza
viruses. The researchers found that one of the influenza virus’s surface proteins was resistant to change. Relenza
was developed to interact with this surface protein.

In 2009, a report stated that influenza viruses resistant to Relenza had been identified. Resistance occurred
because of a mutation in the viral DNA. This mutation caused glutamine to replace lysine in a protein.

For Relenza to no longer be effective, this mutation must have caused a change in the shape and charge of
A. the enzyme needed for ongoing virus replication.
B. the ribosomes of the influenza virus.
C. the capsule of the influenza virus.
D. Relenza.

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2018 Biology Exam, Section A, Q35

MC The emergence of antibiotic-resistant diseases in humans means that
A. antibiotics are causing resistance mutations in bacteria.
B. some bacteria are less sensitive to antibiotics.
C. viruses are becoming resistant to antibiotics.
D. humans are less sensitive to antibiotics.

Question 4 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2019 Biology Exam, Section A, Q35

MC There is an increasing trend of infectious bacteria showing resistance to antibiotics.

The implication of this resistance in the treatment of bacterial infections is that
A. antibiotic treatments will be replaced with antiviral drugs.
B. simple bacterial infections may become life-threatening for patients.
C. hospital stays for patients with resistant bacteria will become shorter.
D. a person’s immune system will adapt to overcome antibiotic resistance.

Question 5 (8 marks)

Influenza continues to be one of the leading causes of death worldwide. One of the most notable cases of
influenza was the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918, which is estimated to have killed around 50 million individuals
worldwide. The cause of this form of influenza was from the H1N1 subtype. H1N1 also caused numerous
influenza cases in Australia in 2019.
a. Differences between the H1N1 strain of 2019 and the H1N1 strain during the Spanish Flu were found despite

being the same subtype. What would account for these differences? 1 mark

In 2019, many individuals were affected with influenza type A. In 2019, two types of influenza type A were found
to be most prevalent: H1N1 and H3N2. Differences in these subtypes of influenza are because the surface
proteins, hemagglutinin (H) and neuraminidase (N) are different. Both H1N1 and H3N2 can also affect pigs. A third
type of influenza, H1N2, can also be found in pigs, which is caused through antigenic shift.
b. Explain how antigenic shift would lead to this subtype, using a diagram to show this process. 2 marks

Vicki, a 62-year old female, received a vaccination for influenza in 2017. However, in 2019 she developed
influenza.
c. Explain why Vicki developed influenza despite having the flu vaccination two years earlier. 2 marks
d. What recommendations would you make for the process of creating vaccines against influenza? 3 marks

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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7.8 Review
7.8.1 Topic summary
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eWorkbook Worksheet 7.9 Reflection — Topic 7 (ewbk-2787)

Practical investigation eLogbook Practical investigation eLogbook — Topic 7 (elog-0191)

Digital document Key terms glossary — Topic 7 (doc-34621)
Key ideas summary — Topic 7 (doc-34612)

Exam question booklet Exam question booklet — Topic 7 (eqb-0018)

7.8 Exercises
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

7.8 Exercise 1: Review questions
1. Identify the difference between the members of the following pairs:

a. gene flow and gene pool
b. natural selection and artificial selection
c. germline mutation and somatic mutation.

2. In an animal species, body colour is inherited, with yellow being dominant over purple. Consider two
populations of this species: Population A consists of 9 purple and 1 yellow individual; population B consists
of 900 purple and 100 yellow individuals.
a. In which population would genetic drift be more likely to lead to loss of the allele controlling the yellow

colour? Justify your response.
b. All individuals in population A are homozygous. What is the frequency of each allele, where Y is the

allele for a yellow body and y is the allele for a purple body?

3. Consider the following mutations in the coding strand of DNA and identify the kind of mutation that they
represent. Assume that the code will be read starting from the first base shown.
a. … T T T T C T A G G G T C → … T T T T G T A G G G T C
b. … T T T T C T A G G G T C → … T T T T C T A A G G G T C
c. … T T T T C T A G G G T C → … T T T C T A G G G T C
d. … T T T A T T G T C C C T → … T T T A T C G T C C C T

4. The sheep strike blowfly, Lucilia cuprina, is a major pest for sheep farmers. In 1955, the insecticide dieldrin
was first introduced to control this pest. The introduction was initially highly successful, but, within two
years, this pesticide began to be less effective against these blowflies.
a. Explain what was happening in this two-year period.
b. Outline what would be expected to happen if dieldrin continued to be used.

5. Read the following abstract of a research report by Iannuzzi, M.C. et al. published in the American Journal
of Human Genetics vol. 48 m, page 227 (1991):

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a recessive disease caused by mutations in the CF transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR) gene. We have identified in exon 7 two frameshift mutations, one caused by a
two-nucleotide insertion and the other caused by a one-nucleotide deletion; these mutations,
CF1154insTC and CF1213delT, respectively, are predicted to shift the reading frame of the protein
and to introduce termination codons at residues 369 and 368.

a. What is a frameshift mutation?
b. Two frameshift mutations are identified in this case of cystic fibrosis. Note that CF means cystic fibrosis

and the following number identifies a base position in the DNA of that gene. What do you think is meant
by the shorthand CF1154insTC and CF1213delT?

c. What effect did these frameshifts have on the protein encoded by this mutated gene?
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6. This figure shows examples of inherited variation in dogs.
Identify, giving an explanation for your decision, the most likely genetic
basis for:
a. the observed variation in body size between the two dogs
b. the observed variation (black/yellow) in the base colour of the two dogs

(ignore the white spotting).
Consider the proposal that these size differences emerged in wild dog
populations by natural selection.
c. Is this assumption reasonable or not? Explain your choice.
d. If you decided that the assumption is not reasonable, suggest an alternative

explanation.

7. A group of 200 German immigrants left their country to
settle together in a community in Pennsylvania in the United
States. This community is known as the Amish and they
segregate themselves from the wider community. One of
these individuals had Ellis-van Crevald syndrome which has
a trait of polydactyly or extra fingers. The Amish typically
marry from within their own community and there is a higher
frequency of polydactyly in this community compared to the
rest of Pennsylvania.
a. Identify the type of genetic drift which occurred in the

Amish population.
b. Explain why the Amish population has a higher frequency of polydactyly compared to other

communities.

8. The platypus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus, is an Australian monotreme that lives in burrows besides fresh
water systems. Recent studies have shown its numbers have been decreasing due to habitat interference and
predation from introduced animals such as the fox. Their distribution is shown in the diagram below.

a. The mainland platypus and the Tasmanian platypus are isolated from each other. Describe how this can
affect the allele frequencies between the populations.

b. The Tasmanian platypus will walk across open land to move between water sources but the mainland
platypus does not. Explain why this difference in behaviour may have occurred.
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9. Some cattle are bred to be dairy livestock and some to be
beef livestock. The breed called the Belgium blue was
originally bred as a dairy cow. However, a mutation in
one cow’s myostatin gene caused ‘double muscling’. The
Belgium blues have 40 per cent more muscle mass than
other breeds and were subsequently bred for their meat.
Outline how farmers could selectively breed a herd of
Belgium blue cattle which have ‘double muscling’.

10. A student went to her doctor with a sore throat and it was determined that the infection was viral. She wants
to get better as fast as possible and asked the doctor for some antibiotics. Should the doctor write her a
prescription for antibiotics? Justify your choice.

7.8 Exercise 2: Exam questions

Resourceseses
Resources

Teacher-led videos Teacher-led videos for every exam question

Section A — Multiple choice questions

All correct answers are worth 1 mark each; an incorrect answer is worth 0.

Question 1

Source: VCAA 2009 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q11

A mutation is

A. a product of natural selection.

B. caused by immigration and emigration.

C. a change in an allele due to a change in DNA.

D. a random change in gene frequencies from one generation to the next.

Question 2

Source: VCAA 2010 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q13

In populations

A. genetic drift will have less effect in a large population compared to a small population.

B. bottlenecks enable a population to become better equipped for future changes in the environment.

C. some organisms develop mutations in order to better suit them to their environment compared to other
members of the population.

D. allele frequencies remain constant if the number of individuals leaving the population equals the number of
individuals entering it.
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Question 3

Source: VCAA 2008 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q23

Lucilia cuprina, the sheep blowfly, lays its eggs in wounds and the wet fleece of sheep. The larvae hatch and
burrow into the sheep’s skin, causing distress, reduced wool production and sometimes death. Particular
chemicals were used in the past to control the L. cuprina but these became less effective as sheep blowfly
developed a resistance to the chemicals.

The cause of the increased resistance to the chemicals was most likely due to

A. farmers successively reducing the levels of insecticide applied to sheep.

B. the insecticide producing a change in a gene which enhanced the survival of the blowfly.

C. a chance mutation in a blowfly gene conferring a survival advantage in the chemical environment.

D. the insecticide producing a change in phenotype which enhanced reproduction of the blowfly.

Question 4

Source: VCAA 2015 Biology Exam, Section A, Q40

Northern elephant seals, Mirounga angustirostris, were nearly hunted to extinction in the 1890s, with only about 20
individuals left at the end of the century. The population has now grown to more than 120 000. In the 1890s,
southern elephant seals, Mirounga leonina, were not as severely hunted and currently there are estimated to be
600 000 southern elephant seals.

Based on this information, it is true to say that

A. northern elephant seals have evolved as a result of the ‘founder effect’.

B. northern elephant seals would show less genetic variation than southern elephant seals.

C. southern elephant seals would have experienced greater genetic drift than northern elephant seals.

D. the mutation rate in northern elephant seals would have been greater than in southern elephant seals.

Question 5

Source: VCAA 2014 Biology Exam, Section A, Q33

Consider the diagram below that models changes in allele frequencies for one trait in a population over two
generations. The original population is shown on the left.

time
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aaaa

X

If the diagram above models the founder effect, then event X is

A. migration.

B. a natural disaster.

C. random mating.

D. a random assortment of alleles.
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Question 6

Source: VCAA 2016 Biology Exam, Section A, Q37

Tiburon is an isolated island off the coast of Mexico. Desert
bighorn sheep became extinct on this island hundreds of
years ago. In 1975, 20 desert bighorn sheep were taken from a
population in the American state of Arizona (shown on the map)
and were reintroduced to Tiburon Island. By 1999, the population
of desert bighorn sheep on Tiburon Island had risen to 650.

Which one of the following statements about this 1999
population of desert bighorn sheep on Tiburon Island is correct?

A. The gene pool of this population will be identical to the gene
pool of the Arizona populations.

B. This population has less genetic variation than the Arizona
populations and is an example of the founder effect.

C. This population will have become a new species because the
mutation rate on Tiburon Island will be much higher than in
Arizona.

D. Having been through a population bottleneck, the current
population will now show increased genetic variation
compared to the Arizona populations.

Arizona

MEXICOTiburon

Island

G
ulf of C

alifornia

Arizona desert 

bighorn sheep 

populations

20 desert bighorn 

sheep

taken

Question 7

Source: VCAA 2011 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q22

Selective breeding over many generations has produced gradual changes in farm animals.

It is reasonable to state that such gradual changes in a herd of cattle

A. result from random mating in the herd in each generation.

B. are due to the occurrence of gene mutations in each generation.

C. will improve traits that enhance survival of the animals in the wild.

D. result from the restriction of breeding to chosen animals in the herd.

Question 8

Source: VCAA 2012 Biology Exam 2, Section A, Q18

Anomalocaris fossils have been found at Emu Bay in South
Australia. Anomalocaris was a predatory, shrimp-like invertebrate
measuring 60 cm in length. It had long, spiny, frontal appendages
and a powerful, disc-shaped mouth made of overlapping, hard
plates. The Emu Ba fossils were found in layers of shale and dated
back to about 520 million years ago. Anomalocaris fossils that
have been found around the world suggest that this genus existed
for at least 50 million years.

A likely explanation for the extinction of Anomalocaris is that

A. its populations had high genetic diversity.

B. its disc-shaped mouth was unsuitable for ingesting prey.

C. it produced offspring that were suited to their environment.

D. selection pressures changed dramatically due to rapid climate
change.
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Question 9

Koalas have adapted over time to be able to consume eucalyptus leaves. Eucalyptus leaves are toxic to most
other organisms. Koalas have specific genes that allow them to better digest chemicals from eucalyptus in leaves.

This ability to digest the toxins in eucalyptus was inherited by offspring and has been retained in the population.

Which of the following is correct in regard to this case study?

A. This shows artificial selection and has led to an increase in genetic diversity.

B. This shows artificial selection and has led to a decrease in genetic diversity.

C. This shows natural selection and has led to an increase in genetic diversity.

D. This shows natural selection and has led to a decrease in genetic diversity.

Question 10

Haemochromatosis is a genetically inherited condition in which the body absorbs too much iron. When untreated,
this accumulation of iron can lead to organ damage.

A common cause of haemochromatosis is a mutation in the HFE gene located on chromosome 6.

The initial sequence is shown above the mutated sequence:

AAC TTA TGT AGG GGA
Thr Leu Cys Arg Gly

AAC TTA TAT AGG GGA
Thr Leu Tyr Arg Gly

It can be reasonably assumed that

A. this type of mutation is known as a missense mutation.

B. this type of mutation would lead to a shortened polypeptide.

C. this type of mutation is caused by a duplication.

D. this type of mutation is known as a frameshift mutation.

Section B — Short answer questions

Question 11 (8 marks)

Source: VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section B, Q7

Only 35% of the world’s adult human population can digest lactose, which is found in milk. These people continue
to produce the enzyme lactase throughout their lives. Most people who can digest lactose have European
ancestry. There is evidence that people kept animals for milk in Europe 10 500 years ago.

About 7500 years ago in central Europe, a gene mutation occurred in the lactase gene, where cytosine was
replaced by thymine. The allele produced by this mutation allows individuals to produce lactase and to digest
lactose throughout their lives.

Researchers have estimated that populations in Europe with this mutation produced more offspring than
populations who did not have this mutation.

a. Name the type of mutation that occurred 7500 years ago in central Europe. 1 mark

b. i. The increase in frequency of the allele for lactase persistence happened relatively quickly in some
populations.
Explain why the frequency of this allele increased relatively quickly. 3 marks

ii. In some present-day populations there are no individuals with the mutation.
Give two reasons for the absence of the mutation in these populations. 2 marks

c. Cows are the main source of milk in Europe. Modern dairy cow breeds can produce 25 L of milk each day —
much more than their wild ancestors.
Describe how an increase in production of cow’s milk could be achieved by farmers over many generations of
cows. 2 marks
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Question 12 (7 marks)

Source: VCAA 2018 Biology Exam, Section B, Q7

Populations of the lizard species Anolis sagrei are found on the many islands of the Bahamas. There is natural
variation between the phenotypes of individuals within each population.

a. Explain how natural variation can exist between individuals within a lizard population. 3 marks

In 2004 a hurricane killed all populations of A. sagrei lizards on seven of the smaller islands. Scientists randomly
chose seven males and seven females from a remaining population on a large island. They introduced one male
and one female to each of the seven smaller islands. Over the next three years, the scientists noted that the size of
the populations increased on each of the seven smaller islands. The scientists measured the genetic diversity
within each of the populations and found there was lower genetic diversity in each new population compared with
the population on the large island.

b. Explain the reasons for the lower genetic diversity of the new populations on the smaller islands compared
with the population on the large island. 2 marks

c. The scientists noted that after three years there was a significant decrease in the average length of the hind
legs of the lizards living on the smaller islands compared with those on the large island.
Explain what may have happened on the smaller islands to produce this decrease in the average length
of hind legs. 2 marks

Question 13 (7 marks)

Source: Adapted from VCAA 2013 Biology Exam, Section B, Q9

The southern brush-tailed rock wallaby (Petrogale penicillata)
is threatened with extinction in Victoria.

Since European settlement, it has suffered from hunting for its
fur, clearing of habitat and predation by foxes. Early in 2012,
the population of brush-tailed rock wallabies in the Grampians
National Park numbered only four individuals.

Source: Richard Lydekker, A Hand-book to the
Maruspialia and Monotremata, R Bowdler Sharpe
(ed.), WH Allen & Co. Limited, London, 1894

a. What is meant by extinction? 1 mark

b. Eighteen brush-tailed rock wallabies were released into the Grampians in late 2012. The wallabies had been
bred in captivity in zoos and nature reserves in Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales and the Australian
Capital Territory. Care was taken to ensure that the gene pool of the released wallabies was as diverse as
possible.

i. What is a gene pool? 1 mark

ii. Using your knowledge of natural selection, explain why it is an advantage to have a diverse gene pool
among the released wallabies. 2 marks

Wildlife officers are hoping that the Grampians population will increase to at least 50 wallabies in five years and
that it will be maintained over time. A small population of wallabies could be affected by genetic drift and,
possibly, a genetic bottleneck effect.

c. Explain the meaning of the terms genetic drift and bottleneck effect with reference to allele
freqencies. 2 marks

d. The Grampians wallabies will be closely monitored by surveillance cameras and radio collars after their
release. Suggest one further measure that wildlife officers should carry out to help maintain the population
over time. 1 mark
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Question 14 (10 marks)

Sarcophilus harrisii, better known as the Tasmanian devil, is a carnivorous Australian species. It was once found
across all of mainland Australia, until eventually being isolated to just Tasmania.

The Tasmanian devil is a highly endangered species. Signficant conservation efforts are underway to bring their
numbers back up.

Tasmanian devils’ genetic diversity can be linked to an initial founder effect in their introduction to Tasmania.

a. Describe founder effect, and outline the effect this would likely have had on the genetic diversity of Tasmanian
devils. 2 marks

One of the biggest impacts on the population of Tasmanian devils was a disease known as devil facial tumour
disease (DFTD).

A number of Tasmanian devils who are immune to DFTD have been found in the population. While there were only
a very small number of individuals immune to the disease in the early 2000s, the number of immune individuals in
the wild has been found to have increased.

b. Identify the process that has allowed for this increase to occur and clearly outline how this may have
occurred. 3 marks

c. How might selective breeding programs be used in the conservation of the Tasmanian devil? 2 marks

In 2020, a small breeding population of Tasmanian devils was reintroduced into New South Wales. This is the first
time they have been on the mainland in over 3000 years.

d. Identify one difference in the selective pressures faced between the Tasmanian and NSW populations. 1 mark

e. Would you expect the gene pools and allele frequencies to remain the same in the two populations? Justify
your response. 2 marks
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Question 15 (6 marks)

Source: VCAA 2016 Biology Exam, Section B, Q8

Two species of Cryptasterina sea stars are found in coastal Queensland. Cryptasterina pentagona is found in
warmer water further north, while Cryptasterina hystera is found further south in cooler water.

C. pentagona

C. hystera

Researchers have concluded that these two species arose from a recent common ancestor via natural selection.
They believe that, over thousands of years, the sea environment has changed, with the boundary line between
cold water and warm water moving further north. They have found that water temperature and predation of sea
star larvae by cold-water predators are important selection pressures for these sea stars.

a. Using the information above, explain how natural selection can lead to differences in phenotypes between
these two sea star species. 4 marks

b. One of the phenotypic differences between these two species of sea stars is their method of reproduction.
C. pentagona reproduces sexually and its sperm and eggs are free-floating in the ocean. C. hystera
self-fertilises and its fertilised eggs are kept within the sea star until maturity.
The researchers found that one species of Cryptasterina has a significantly higher diversity of alleles in its gene
pool than the other species.
Using this information about reproduction strategies, which species of Cryptasterina would you expect to have
the highest diversity of alleles? Explain your answer. 2 marks

7.8 Exercise 3: Biochallenge

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Biochallenge — Topic 7 (ewbk-8088)

Solutions Solutions — Topic 7 (sol-0663)

Past VCAA examinations
Sit past VCAA examinations and receive immediate feedback, marking guides and examiner’s report notes.
Access Course Content and select ‘Past VCAA examinations’ to sit the examinations online or offline.

Test maker
Create unique tests and exams from our extensive range of questions, including past VCAA questions.
Access the assignments section in learnON to begin creating and assigning assessments to students.
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Online Resources Resources

Below is a full list of rich resources available online for this topic. These resources are designed to bring ideas to life,
to promote deep and lasting learning and to support the different learning needs of each individual.

eWorkbook

7.1 eWorkbook — Topic 7 (ewbk-1886) ⃞
7.2 Worksheet 7.1 Case study: Can you drink milk?

(ewbk-8234) ⃞
Worksheet 7.2 Looking at allele frequencies
(ewbk-2780) ⃞

7.3 Worksheet 7.3 Natural selection, gene flow, genetic drift
and evolution (ewbk-2781) ⃞

7.4 Worksheet 7.4 Types of mutation (ewbk-2782) ⃞
7.5 Worksheet 7.5 Biological consequences and genetic

diversity (ewbk-2783) ⃞
7.6 Worksheet 7.6 Case study: Investigating other examples

of selective breeding (ewbk-2784) ⃞
Worksheet 7.7 Making the most of new variants —
Artificial selection (ewbk-2785) ⃞

7.7 Worksheet 7.8 Comparing antigenic shift and drift
(ewbk-2786) ⃞

7.8 Worksheet 7.9 Reflection — Topic 7 (ewbk-2787) ⃞
Biochallenge — Topic 7 (ewbk-8088) ⃞

Solutions

7.8 Solutions — Topic 7 (sol-0663) ⃞

Practical investigation eLogbook

7.1 Practical investigation eLogbook — Topic 7 (elog-0191) ⃞
7.2 Investigation 7.1 Variations — no two the same

(elog-0034) ⃞
7.3 Investigation 7.2 Modelling natural selection (elog-0035) ⃞

Investigation 7.3 Modelling genetic drift (elog-0036) ⃞
7.4 Investigation 7.4 Investigating mutations (elog-0037) ⃞
7.7 Investigation 7.5 Investigating bacterial resistances

(elog-0038) ⃞

Digital documents

7.1 Key science skills — VCE Biology Units 1–4 (doc-34326) ⃞
Key terms glossary — Topic 7 (doc-34621) ⃞
Key ideas summary — Topic 7 (doc-34612) ⃞

7.4 Case study: Trinucleotide expansion mutations
(doc-36105) ⃞

7.5 Extension: Saving genetic variation (doc-36106) ⃞
7.6 Extension: Technologies in selective breeding

(doc-36184) ⃞

Teacher-led videos

Exam questions — Topic 7 ⃞

7.2 Sample problem 1 Calculating allele frequencies
(tlvd-1788) ⃞

7.3 Sample problem 2 Explaining allele frequencies in
different populations (tlvd-1789) ⃞

7.4 Sample problem 3 Identifying mutations and explaining
their impacts (tlvd-1790) ⃞

7.5 Sample problem 4 Identifying genetic drift and the impact
on genetic diversity (tlvd-1791) ⃞

7.6 Sample problem 5 Outlining the processes in selective
breeding (tlvd-1792) ⃞

7.7 Sample problem 6 Explaining and justifying challenges
relating to vaccinations (tlvd-1793) ⃞

Video eLessons

7.2 Exploring a gene pool (eles-4197) ⃞
7.3 Selection and tick populations (eles-4198) ⃞

Change agents and natural selection (eles-4199) ⃞
Genetic drift (eles-4200) ⃞

7.4 Changes in chromosomes (eles-4201) ⃞
Types of mutations (eles-4214) ⃞

Interactivities

7.4 Mutations (int-1453) ⃞
Chromosomal changes (int-0181) ⃞

Weblinks

7.2 Relative frequency of alleles simulation ⃞
7.3 Koalas and bushfires: saving their genetic material ⃞
7.4 Outcome of mutations ⃞

How often do mutations happen? ⃞
Mutations interactive ⃞

7.5 Svalbard Global Seed Vault ⃞
7.6 Dogs that changed the world — selective breeding

problems ⃞
7.7 Resistance map ⃞

WHO: bacterial resistance ⃞
The antibiotic resistance crisis ⃞
Influenza vaccine: outmanoeuvring antigenic shift
and drift ⃞
Modelling antigenic shift and drift ⃞
WHO Influenza updates ⃞
The natural evolution of SARS-CoV-2 ⃞

Exam question booklet

7.1 Exam question booklet — Topic 7 (eqb-0018) ⃞

Teacher resources

There are many resources available exclusively for
teachers online.

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au
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